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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Advancing National Health Through Investigations of Nutrition, Medical Expenditure,
and Public Insurance Programs

By

Negar Tavasoli Hozouri

Doctor of Philosophy in Economics

University of California, Irvine, 2020

Matthew Harding, Chair

Increased legislation and media coverage regarding health care expenditure has brought

issues of health and medicine to the forefront of American dialogue. In my thesis, I explore

three different topics which both indirectly and directly address issues of long-term health

and health expenditure.

In the first chapter of my dissertation, The Impact of Nutritional Content and Claims on

Household Dietary Expenditure, I examine the relationship between nutritional content for

select food categories, related low-content labels on their packaging, and food expenditure

for households with children to assess the salience of nutrition claims. Consumers balance

many factors–from price to taste to health benefits–when shopping for food at the super-

market. Household heads must weigh short term gratification of satisfactory tastes or

financial savings with the long-term health benefits of purchasing goods with claims that

imply positive well-being. I utilize an aggregate hedonic regression model in which house-

holds must choose between types of goods within various nutritional categories based on

their alimentary contents and the presence of related claims. The model is applied to a

proprietary national panel scanner data set on nutritional purchases of households with

children to assess the extent to which nutritional claims affect purchasing behavior. The

vii



results demonstrate that while the presence of nutritional claims are generally associated

with significant increases in purchases for most product categories in question, these

effects are minimal in comparison to those from the presence of actual nutritional contents,

which also correlate to factors like taste and convenience.

In the second chapter, Forecasting Medical Expenditure in the Era of Health Care Reform

through Applications & Innovations of Machine Learning Algorithms, I directly compare

several machine learning predictive models to assess which selected tools can best predict

the future of medical expenditure, using a nationally representative data set provided by

the the Agency of Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). The Medical Expenditure

Panel Survey (MEPS) is a rich data source on American health care consumption over the

last two decades. Its Household Component consists medical expenses, sources of payment,

types of medical expenses and diagnoses, and demographic information on panel members.

In 2002, the MEPS data set was supplemented with a largely linear projection for health

care expenditure levels over the next fifteen years. Since 2002, advances in statistical

computation and the theoretical understanding of panel data machine-learning techniques

have greatly advanced, meaning that better projection techniques could be fruitful in

examining the future of health care expenditure and proposing policy for such a future.

Among the methods reviewed are feedforward and recurrent neural networks, Cluster

Ridge and Lasso regression, and a recently developed innovative technique for panel data

using penalized forecasting by Harding et al. (2015). I find that this new technique and

Cluster Ridge regression outperform the original MEPS projection model as well as the

other reviewed methods, which can be attributed to the high level of correlation among

groups of variables, particularly in the presence of comorbidities. I use the best projection

technique to forecast health care expenditure in the face of the Affordable Care Act for

the next nine years after 2016 in order to make policy and savings recommendations for

American households.
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In the final chapter of my dissertation, The Doctor Will Finally See You Now: Evaluating

the Effect of Medi-Cal Expansion on Healthcare Access in Non-Elderly California Adults, I

quantify the effect of Medicaid expansion for previously uninsured and non-Medicaid

eligible low-income adults on healthcare access. In California, health outcomes and

disparities are highly linked to factors of income and health care affordability. The Patient

Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) of 2010 aimed to reduce these disparities and

to allow low-income individuals or those with pre-existing medical conditions to receive

medical insurance and care. Existing research has estimated that 2.13 million Californians

became eligible for full or low-cost insurance coverage through Medi-Cal, California’s

Medicaid health care program, after the implementation of the ACA. A reverse difference

in differences approach is used on the California Health Interview Survey (CHIS) from

2013 and 2014 to evaluate the extent to which delays in health care due to financial

concerns changed immediately after the expansion of Medi-Cal to individuals who were

previously ineligible for the benefits, compared to Californians who were already covered

by Medi-Cal prior to ACA expansion. The analysis suggests that the ACA was associated

with an 9.27 to 9.87 percentage point reduction in the rate of delayed or foregone care for

individuals newly eligible for Medi-Cal under the ACA. This is the first study to confirm

the improvement of health-seeking behavior in terms of delays for this group of California

residents.
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Chapter 1

The Impact of Nutritional Content and

Claims on Household Dietary

Expenditure

1.1 Introduction

When choosing products to purchase at the grocery store, parents of children must take

many factors into account. Among these are nutritional value and content, short and long-

term health outcomes of the members of the household given consumption of products,

peace and harmony within the household given purchasing decisions, ease of shopping,

and product familiarity (Maubach et al., 2009). With concerns to nutritional values and

health outcomes, parents often face concerns about how the goods they purchase can affect

the likelihood that their children faces dangerous diseases as obesity and diabetes. A recent

study revealed that 31.2% of American children aged 10-17 were considered overweight
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or obese in 20161. Causes of diseases like childhood diabetes and obesity include genetics,

maternal employment, agricultural policies and pricing, changing technology, and market-

ing by food companies meant to appeal to consumers by making claims about positive

taste and health attributes of their products (Cawley, 2010). A rise in the prevalence of

health consciousness as a social trend, particularly with the help of social media, has

led the demand for healthy lifestyles to increase (Moorhead et al., 2013; Bandura, 2004).

Packaged food manufacturers have taken note of the increasing public awareness of health

and wellness, and many now regularly include health claims on their packaging to boost

sales and product perception (Freimuth et al., 1988). Products with these claims, which

can be costly to develop and market, are valued in differing lights according to the specific

long-term health benefits that they may provide (Bimbo et al., 2016). In turn, individual

households may value various claims according to their relevance to their personal and

familial health issues and goals (Van Kleef et al., 2005). Nutritional claims can alter how

buyers value products, and a 2010 study by Colby et al. has shown that nutritional claims

like ”low sodium”, ”low fat”, and ”low sugar” are most prevalent on foods marketed or

geared toward children (Colby et al., 2010).

Parents’ use of claims as a tool in their nutritional information search and learning process

renders these low-content assertions to potentially be significant in their long-run health

and social costs of raising children. Studies have shown that regulation of health claims

can lead to healthier consumption behavior, so long as deceptive or exaggerated claims

are not misleading to customers and problems of asymmetric information do not arise

(Ippolito and Mathios, 1990; Golan et al., 2001). The presence of health claims has

been associated with overall higher quality dietary profiles, but only in the presence of

an educational environment where consumers can learn about the purpose and health

implications of each claim (Calfee and Pappalardo, 1991; Germov and Williams, 2004).

1The United States Census Bureau, Associate Director of Demographic Programs, National Survey of
Children’s Health. 2016 National Survey of Children’s Health Frequently Asked Questions. September 2017
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Asymmetric information in product packaging can occur when foods that are relatively

high in an undesirable quality, like sodium content or caloric density, are still allowed to

use positive health claims. When consumers are made aware of the incongruities between

positive health claims of products and their actual nutritional content and potential

health outcomes, they are less likely to trust those claims, particularly in categories where

exaggerated claims are most prevalent. Lack of clarity and uniformity regarding the

standards for nutritional content claims led to public health outcries and legislation in

the 1990s for improved claim guidelines by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) (Silverglade, 1991). These movements for

advertisement and health marketing stringency began after companies like Kellogg’s

placed health-promoting and low-content claims on boxes of their breakfast cereals in

the mid- to late-1980s. While claims helped consumers to become more aware of the

potential long-term wellness implications of their purchases, many studies have shown

that these content assertions may not always paint a complete picture for consumers to

make educated alimentary decisions. The FDA began to regulate claims in 1990 with

the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act (NLEA), and pre-packaged foods in the U.S.

must currently be in accordance with this law to place health and content claims on their

products. The hope for the NLEA was to increase information search among consumers,

given economic theory that the greater availability of information would lower search

costs, which will trigger competition among food manufacturers to produce more healthful

products (Salop, 1976; Stigler, 1961). However, many have claimed that the NLEA, while

necessary, is potentially not stringent enough (Lawrence and Rayner, 1998) and allows for

products with potentially unhealthy levels of contents like sodium and sugar to still claim

health benefits (Silverglade, 1996).

The rising prevalence of health consciousness given news media, social networking tools,

and overall trends in parenting has meant that consumers–especially parents–are now

more conscious than ever before regarding the nutritional contents of their foods (Craw-
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ford, 2006). Consumption of caloric sweeteners have seen a decline in households with

children and an increase in consumption of low-calorie sweeteners has been noted from

2000 to 2010 (Piernas et al., 2013). However, misconceptions of healthfulness are preva-

lent, leading some parents to overly trust food claims of items that may not be as nutritious

as manufacturers assert them to be. An experimental study by Harris et al. (2011) found

that parents of children between the ages of 2 and 11 were often mislead by content claims

on the packages of sub-nutritious breakfast cereals. The parents in this study generally

believed that the amounts of potentially dangerous contents like sugars and salts were

low enough and that the beneficial measures like fiber and protein were sufficiently high

(Harris et al., 2011). Binkley and Golub (2011) used ACNielsen Homescan data to assess

the the tradeoff between nutrition and taste in expenditure on breakfast cereal, milk,

bread, and soft drinks; their studies showed that households with children actually made

less healthy choices in these four food groups, particularly for cereals and bread. Moreover,

consumers with and without children are susceptible to a so-called ”halo effect” when

processing health claims, in that they rate products as overall more healthful on many

levels based on the assertions about a limited set of positive attributes (Roe et al., 1999;

Williams, 2005). The authors of these studies recommend stricter regulation of content

claims for consumer protection, and they are not alone in the public health, medical,

and economics literature in their calls for more stringent control of nutritional claims on

pre-packaged foods.

As the trend for health consciousness as a social movement has been increasing, so has

the preference for tastes over nutrition on a general population level. Since the 1970’s,

snacking has become a much more prominent part of the American diet, particularly

among children (Lin et al., 1999; Jahns et al., 2001). Reviews of food trends in the US have

shown increases in per-capita consumption of foods with added sugars by 29% and with

added refined fats by 32% (Putnam et al., 2002). Snacking has become a more prevalent

portion of caloric consumption as calories from snacks increased by 101% from 1978 to
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1999, while only by 15.5% on breakfast items, 20.5% on lunch meals, and a decrease in

consumption of calories from dinner meals by 37.2% (Cutler et al., 2003). Moorman et al.

(2012) note in their study of the effects of the NLEA on product nutrition and availability

that this increase in snack caloric consumption indicates a greater preference for taste

over nutrition in this category, since snacks also tend to have higher levels of sodium,

sugars, and fats. Further survey studies have shown that while parents of children and

adolescents may be aware of the health implications of their food choices, their preference

for taste may supersede these concerns such that their purchasing behavior may not reflect

their knowledge (Brown et al., 2000; Warwick et al., 1997). In my study, I analyze both

consumption of select meal-type and snack-type items by households with children, so the

results of the demand estimation should potentially indicate preferences for tastes versus

nutrition in these specific product categories.

This paper utilizes a scanner data panel from IRI’s National Consumer Panel from 2008 to

2012 which follows a nationally representative set of households with at least one of age

18 or under. The demand for nine specific food groups are taken under consideration, and

the demand for the nutritional facts and claims for low-calorie, low-sugar, low-fat, and

low-sodium characteristics is estimated using a linear demand equation. Post-regression

analysis on the marginal effects of standard-deviation changes in claims and content as well

as quantile regression for each food group is estimated in order to attain a more nuanced

understanding of the ways that households with children process health information when

purchasing food. This study adds to a growing literature in health economics and public

health on how households with and without children choose to shop for food. It is one of

the first papers to expand this investigation into a panel quantile regression (in addition to

an upcoming paper by Liu et al. (2019), which uses 2013 IRI data to estimate nutritional

quality using 2010 Healthy Eating Index.).

Section 1.2 reviews the data and summary statistics of the households and nutritional
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purchases for the food groups under question. Section 1.3 presents the linear demand

model used to estimate the demands for the nutritional facts and low-content claims.

Section 1.4 examines the results from the investigation as well as post-regression analysis.

Lastly, section 1.5 discusses the general findings of the study and policy implications from

the results of this study.

1.2 Data

This paper has a unique advantage in analyzing the household behavioral responses to

health claims and contents through its access and analysis of large scale data from the

IRI National Consumer Panel (NCP) from 2008 to 2012. The panel I am considering

consists of over 30,000 unique households that are demographically representative of the

general US population. Information on the demographics of these households includes

household size, ages of household members, race (White, Black, Asian, other), whether or

not the household is considered Hispanic, income, and home location. Only households

which were part of the static panel of the NCP were included in this analysis. The static

panel households are those which consistently reported their purchases and met certain

thresholds for expenditures based on household size as set by IRI. Although only half of

the overall NCP households belong to the static panel, 70 to 80 percent of transactions

on record stem from these households. I have access to the purchasing behavior of these

households, which includes food and beverage consumption at the UPC level and is also

linked to the commercial markets and store types where purchases are made. These UPC’s

can be connected to nutritional data, including sugars, calories, saturated fat content,

and sodium levels in addition to information on whether items in any food category

contain health claims regarding those nutritional aspects (Muth et al., 2016). The data

only includes trips to stores and not to restaurants, therefore this study is limited to home
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purchasing behavior.

I focus my analysis on household which contain at least one child aged 18 or younger. The

portion of the panel which meets this criterion consists of 31,350 unique household ID’s

living across 12,383 zip codes in the United States. Only households who did not move

across zip-codes are part of the recorded panel. The average household within this pool

contains 3.96 members with 1.82 children. These particular family units are considered of

interest because parental influence on childhood nutritional intake leads to lasting effects

on the health and tastes of offspring (Scaglioni et al., 2008). Household preferences are also

related to income levels, which are reported in brackets in the IRI NCP data. Including

household income in the analysis assists in controlling for how lower-income households

with minors typically demonstrate less awareness or responsiveness to ailment-alimentary

relationships (Morton and Guthrie, 1997). These households of interest are linked to

millions of transactions recorded by household members using a scanner, which is located

on an application on the head of household’s smart mobile device.

The specific data at hand contains nine food groups that fall under the umbrella of

packaged foods. These food groups are of interest for studying childhood nutrition

and weight due to their potentials to deeply impact development. An observation in

this data set consists of a food group purchase from a unique trip to a specific store.

A trip could therefore have multiple observations, since many different items could be

purchased on the same outing and also from different stores and store types. Trips data

also contain expenditure on items outside the categorization of these nine food groups,

and total expenditure on all food groups for each trip is also calculated and recorded.

There are 1,631,799 relevant unique trips for the portion of the data under interest which

correspond to 6,549,985 purchase observations. In total, the food groups of interest

account for approximately 38.77% of monthly food expenditures for the households of

interest. The total number of unique UPC’s in each food category, whether or not purchases

7



Table 1.1: Total unique product UPC’s and purchase observations for each food group
Food Group Total Unique UPC’s Total Observations
Cereals 19,576 1,011,781
Grain & dairy-based desserts 37,281 587,057
Sweet snacks 45,502 1,189,377
Salty snacks 41,168 1,287,964
Carbonated beverages (non-diet) 10,931 705,124
Lower calorie carbonated soft drinks (diet sodas) 3,885 211,729
Sport drinks, energy drinks, tea, coffee 30,149 165,951
Fruit (fresh/dried/canned) 12,805 537,839
Vegetables (fresh/dried/canned) 30,456 853,163
Total Observations 6,549,985

were made in those categories, is summarized by Table 1.1. Table 1.1 also includes the

number of observations for each relevant food group from 2008 to 2012.

It must be noted that the fresh fruits and vegetables included in this data only include

uniform-weight varieties–packaged fresh or processed produce–and not random-weight.

For example, the data only includes fresh oranges that were pre-boxed and sold in 5 lb

units, rather than fresh oranges that can be individually chosen by the consumer and

purchased by total weight. This exclusion of random-weight produce will cause the

estimates for expenditure on fruits and vegetables to be downward biased, since many

fruits and vegetables are sold on the market as random weight products that are picked and

purchased by consumers. However, random-weight products often do not have content

claims on them, since they are not usually presented to consumers in packages; moreover,

the data does not include potential store signs around the random-weight produce that

could have indicated content claims. The product group for diet carbonated beverages

was created out of the carbonated beverage category of the raw IRI data by the searching

product labels for the words diet, sugar free, natural sweetener, light, and lite. In addition to

these inclusion restrictions, we also used caloric and sugar content within the carbonated

beverage product category to assess whether an item would be considered diet under the

guidelines of the FDA. Therefore zero-calorie sodas and those with less than 100 calories
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Table 1.2: Total food budget expenditure for each food group
Food Group Mean Household Monthly Mean Household

Food Budget Share (%) Monthly Expenditure ($)
Cereals 5.94 63.90

(7.77) (72.07)
Grain & dairy-based desserts 3.85 35.77

(5.93) (36.71)
Sweet snacks 4.69 48.34

(9.10) (57.38)
Salty snacks 5.14 57.57

(7.03) (58.08)
Carbonated beverages (non-diet) 5.34 47.48

(9.92) (64.05)
Lower calorie carbonated soft drinks (diet sodas) 4.26 38.35

(8.32) (57.91)
Sport drinks, energy drinks, tea, coffee 3.29 25.25

(7.30) (41.49)
Fruit (fresh/frozen/dried/canned) 2.85 28.16

(4.76) (33.11)
Vegetables (fresh/frozen/dried/canned) 3.40 36.21

(4.53) (39.90)

per serving were included in the diet group. The budget share and average monthly

expenditure for each food group could be summarized by Table 1.2:

I compare the food expenditure in my data to the 2012 food expenditure levels for various

food groups as reported to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) in their annual Consumer

Expenditure Survey, which began in 20122. Table 1.3 reports these expenditure levels in

2012 US dollars for a household size of four, to match the average household size included

in our panel. While the categories reported in the BLS survey data are not identical to

those from our panel, there are overlapping similarities. For nearly all food categories

in the BLS survey, the monthly expenditure levels are similar or smaller, except for the

cereal category. Overall, the BLS data suffers from bias due to under-reporting and errors

in reporting (Garner et al., 2009). Moreover, the category which has significantly larger

monthly expenditure in the IRI panel data is that for cereal, a breakfast item that tends

to be more popular for families with children than with households that only consist of

adults (McGill et al., 2015). Therefore, the differences between the BLS and relevant IRI

data in relation to categories like cereal could either be due to under-reporting bias or due

to the different overall type of household in each survey or panel.

2Source: Consumer Expenditure Survey, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, September, 2013
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Table 1.3: BLS 2012 Average monthly food expenditure for a family of four
Food Group Mean Household

Monthly Expenditure ($)
Cereals 22.5

(0.76)
Grain & dairy-based desserts 42.58

(1.49)
Non-alcoholic beverages 42.42

(1.58)
Fruit

Fresh 32.08
(1.77)

Processed 13.5
(0.08)

Vegetables
Fresh 26.42

(0.96)
Processed 14.83

(1.58)

None of the data for observations for items purchased in the grain/dairy desserts, sweet

snacks, soda, diet drinks, and sport/energy/caffeinated beverage groups contained claims

for low saturated fat on their labeling. This does not indicate that these goods did not have

any saturated fat or were particularly low in this content; rather, these food types are not

typically marketed by manufacturers as being meaningfully low-fat compared to higher

saturated fat products within the same category under the guidelines of the NLEA. Table

1.4 describes the percent of items in each food group’s product space that contain nutrition

claims, while Table 1.5 provides the mean nutritional characteristics per serving for each

food group. These tables are useful in providing context when conducting post-regression

analysis of how increasing content levels or nutrition claims by one standard deviation

while holding all other nutrients and claims constant would affect household expenditure.

It is important to note that the data does not include the format of healthy claim labels on

any of the products. Packaging factors like claim location, font size, color, and logos are

not specified in the data; therefore, it is not possible in this study to account for the relative

visibility of the claims on each product. For example, if claims are written in a faintly

colored or small font toward the back or side of a product, it is entirely possible that the

typical consumer may not notice the claim when choosing an item from the grocery store
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Table 1.4: Percent of items with low-content claims for each food group
Food Group Low calorie Low sugar Low saturated Low sodium

claims claims fat claims claims
Cereals 0.03 5.36 4.71 2.19

(1.64) (22.53) (21.18) (14.64)
Grain & dairy-based desserts 18.35 6.22 0 0.29

(38.71) (24.15) (.) (5.39)
Sweet snacks 1.51 4.34 0 0.17

(12.18) (20.38) (.) (4.15)
Salty snacks 1.34 0.08 9.26 3.80

(11.49) (2.81) (28.99) (19.11)
Carbonated beverages (non-diet) 0.12 1.11 0 0.18

(3.50) (10.52) (.) (4.25)
Lower calorie carbonated soft drinks (diet sodas) 81.96 38.07 0 2.57

(38.46) (48.57) (.) (15.82)
Sport drinks, energy drinks, tea, coffee 16.16 12.45 0 0.40

(36.81) (33.02) (.) (6.35)
Fruit (fresh/frozen/dried/canned) 11.24 35.89 0.02 1.76

(31.59) (47.97) (1.57) (13.15)
Vegetables (fresh/frozen/dried/canned) 1.31 0.87 1.80 6.23

(11.38) (9.30) (13.31) (24.17)

shelf. This limitation could cause an absolute downward bias estimated by the empirical

model.

1.3 Model

Similar to the estimating equation of Dubois et al. (2014), the demand equation for

estimating the demand for food group j by household i at month t based on nutrients c

and nutritional claims is described by the following linear demand system:

∑
k

pikjtyikjt =
∑
c

βczijct +
∑
c

γchijct +
∑
i

αifi + δij + ξjrt + εijt (1.1)

The left-hand side of the equation represents expenditure on food group j by household i

at month and year t. p refers to the price vector and y refers to the product vector, and each

product n is described by C characteristics {an1, . . . , anC}. zijct =
∑
k akjctyijkt is the amount

of nutrient c derived from food group j at time t by household i. hijct is the percentage

of items with low-content claims for nutrient c in product group j when purchased by
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Table 1.5: Mean nutritional characteristics per serving for each food group
Food Group Calories Sugars Saturated fat Sodium

(g) (g) (mg)
Cereals 372.90 26.83 1.56 411.72

(356.43) (26.71) (3.02) (394.97)
Grain & dairy-based desserts 344.83 30.53 6.08 247.87

(284.17) (25.68) (6.33) (260.72)
Sweet snacks 495.04 51.00 11.98 236.10

(499.09) (51.24) (13.29) (305.51)
Salty snacks 399.73 3.99 3.82 608.00

(378.28) (5.47) (4.07) (600.98)
Carbonated beverages (non-diet) 289.80 78.75 0.00 95.05

(269.88) (73.33) (0.05) (92.40)
Lower calorie carbonated soft drinks (diet sodas) 2.25 0.53 0.00 62.44

(15.97) (4.11) (0.04) (56.30)
Sport drinks, energy drinks, tea, coffee 120.64 24.29 0.81 59.43

(112.11) (22.20) (1.82) (96.86)
Fruit (fresh/frozen/dried/canned) 156.48 29.49 0.12 26.99

(127.22) (24.87) (0.79) (52.24)
Vegetables (fresh/frozen/dried/canned) 197.56 8.17 0.58 701.04

(190.46) (9.09) (1.13) (731.51)

household i at time period t. fi represents variables that describe family characteristics,

which will include household size, race, Hispanic status, and household income bracket.

In the fixed effects estimation of the equation of interest, we control for household size,

race, Hispanic status, and household income. Moreover, the fixed effects estimation

is clustered by residential zip code of households. As in the model of Dubois et al.

(2014), the combined error term δij + ξjrt + εijt captures the preferences of households

based on their characteristics as well as their time and location environment denoted

by zipcode r. δij represents the household-category effects, which captures how much

households derive utility from a certain category compared to other households. For

example, some households may have a greater preference for breakfast cereals compared

to other cereals. ξjrt represents the category-month-location effects which capture the

variation in category food quality across time and location. This can be seen in how fresh

produce–say, watermelons–can differ in quality over time and location, capturing freshness

and product travel time to the grocery store, which can affect how much households would

be willing to purchase that item. Lastly, εijt represents interactions between the household-

category effects and the category-month-location effects as well as unobserved changes

and shocks to preference and other characteristic changes in food group j which are not
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recorded nor observed in the given data set. This could refer to how much preferences

for products change over time. Watermelons, for example, can be more preferred over

summer months by some households. The interactive category-month-location effects

could also refer to factors like changes in physical activity that are not recorded.

If this category-month-location effect contains preference shocks or unobserved product

characteristics, it will likely also affect household expenditure on food groups. Therefore

there may be a question of endogeneity of the nutrient measure zijct. Using the example of

why this endogeneity may be a problem, we can look at Dubois et al. (2014). Assume that

there is a single product in each food group and a single nutrient–consider calories. The

estimating equation then becomes one where we regress the expenditure of product j on

the calories from that product:

pijtyijt = βajctyijt +γhijt +αifi + δij + ξjrt + εijt

If there is variation in calories, it could be partly due to changes in yijt but also to variation

in the characteristic of that product in that period, ajct, given factors like manufacturing

decisions by food production firms. Hence, there is a possibility that the calories in product

j as captured by zijct will be endogenous since the interactive household-month-location

error term εijt was defined as containing random preference shocks and variation in utility

from characteristics not recorded in the data.

Given the linear nature of the estimating equation for nutrient and content claim demand,

two obvious choices arise: a standard fixed effects (FE) panel model, as well as an in-

strumental variables (IV) FE panel model. Since I do not have exact product availability

in stores where households shop to use as an instrument for nutrient contents, I use

a Hausman-type instrument (Nevo, 2000) of the unweighted average nutrient content

of products purchased by other households (known as ”reference households” and de-
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noted by h(i)) in the same zip code who shop at the same retailers as the household in

question at the same month-year period. As in Dubois et al. (2014), I define the instru-

ment (the average nutritional content of the choice set for reference household h(i)) by

ωh(i)jct = 1
#Ah(i)jt

∑
k∈Ah(i)jt

akjc, where N ×C matrix A ≡ {anc}n=1,...,N ,c=1,...,C such that nutrient

characteristic vector z = A′yi . The identifying assumption is the following exogeneity

condition for contents c = 1, . . . ,C:

E( εijt |ωh(i)jct,δij ,ξjrt) = 0

This means that conditional on household-food-group and food-group-monthly fixed

effects, εijt is uncorrelated with which products are purchased by the same type of house-

holds. Moreover, shifts in an unobserved characteristic of category j,akj1, is uncorrelated

with other characteristics akjc. It can be shown that these instrumental variables are highly

relevant and are therefore powerful instruments in our demand estimation analysis.

1.3.1 Hypotheses

Using experimental findings within the fields of public health, health economics, and

marketing, I form a set of hypotheses regarding how nutritional content and claim presence

within a product group affect aggregate monthly household expenditure on each food type

under consideration.

Hypothesis 1 (H1): For each nutrient type, the actual nutritional content as opposed to claim

presence should have opposing effects on household food-group expenditure

The expected result from the model is that health claims on food and beverage items

should significantly increase purchases in those product categories. Food groups which are

known for having higher measures of a specific content should see that low-content claims
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for that characteristic have higher significance in spending behavior, since households may

be able to enjoy those items while attempting to reduce their exposure to the potentially

harmful side effects of consumption. For specific directions for which each each nutritional

content’s value and claims affect household expenditure, I look to various public health

and economics experimental studies that have examined how households weigh each of

these factors. I expect that within each food group, increases in sugar content, for example,

should decrease household expenditure while increases in low-content claim presence in

that food group product space should increase expenditure.

Hypothesis 2 (H2): Nutritional low-content claims for calories, sugars, fats, and sodium have

positive effects on household food-group expenditure.

A between-subjects experiment by Garretson and Burton (2000)) on consumer perceptions

of content claims, nutritional facts, and disease risk found that subjects were more per-

ceptive to nutritional facts and claims for fat content than for fiber. The authors of this

paper also found that incongruities between nutritional facts and content claims led to

lower trust in the claims of products in related categories, though not in the nutritional

facts themselves. Moreover, another between-subjects study on advertising and nutritional

claims found that consumers weigh content claims and facts differently based on their

preconceived notions of the healthfulness of those items (Andrews et al., 2000); for ex-

ample, nutritional claims matter to a different extent for sodas as opposed to breakfast

cereals. Hence, adding claims to an item that is already perceived as healthy may not help

with increasing expenditure in that item category as it would with an unhealthy item. In

fact, a 2012 study on the effects of the NLEA found that food manufacturers improved

nutritional contents of goods for junk food3 items more than for goods already perceived

as healthy once regulations regarding claims and nutrition facts were enforced (Moorman

3Junk foods are defined by Michael F. Jacobson (1985), p. 85 of The Complete Eater’s Digest and Nutrition
Scoreboard as foods with minimal nutritional value, or products ingredients detrimental to human health
such that consumption of that product is considered unhealthy in itself.
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et al., 2012). A related study by Taillie et al. (2017) finds that low-content claims have

differing levels of utility and health benefits to households with children across the food

groups studied in this paper, therefore it is important to note how households confer those

varying utilities to actual purchase behavior.

Hypothesis 3 (H3): For snack-type foods, sodas, and desserts, factors of taste may supersede

nutrition such that they will be less significant or notable in terms of monetary expenditure in

comparison to non-snack-specific categories.

Foods that are already considered to be unhealthy may provide greater satisfaction to

consumers based on the amount of calories, sugars, fats, and sodium they have, since

those ingredients contribute to the taste and texture of a product. Experimental studies on

supermarket sales have shown that while claims like low calorie and low trans fat generally

increase sales, generalized low fat claims significantly decrease sales since fats typically

improve food textures and tastes (Kiesel and Villas-Boas, 2013). The authors of this study

conclude that in addition to alimentary health concerns, taste perceptions and preferences

are significant factors in food purchasing in a supermarket setting. A review of global

trends regarding nutritional claims on packaged foods by global information company

Nielsen has found that claims seem to have a greater effect on food purchases for items

already considered healthy. For rather unhealthy items like salty snacks, adding low

sodium claims increased sales while adding high-grain claims decreased sales 4. This

indicates that for unhealthy items like snacks, consumer preferences will indicate the

magnitude and general effect of added health claims.

4Nielsen, We are What We Eat: Healthy Eating Trends Around the World. January 2015
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1.4 Results

As seen in Tables 1.6 and A.1 (in the Appendix), the fixed effects panel regression results

for the ordinary least squares and the instrumental variables regressions of equation (1.1)

provide similar results in magnitude and direction, when clustering standard errors by

marketplace zip code. A Durbin-Wu-Hausman test for endogeneity (Hausman, 1978)

slightly favors the IV model with a p-value of 0.04. The results of analysis indicate that

for most of the food groups under consideration, nutritional claims lead to significantly

positive monthly expenditure on items within that group. There are exceptions to this

result, such as with low-sodium claims on grain/dairy based products, diet sodas, and

uniform-weight fruit-based products, as well as for low-sugar and low-fat claims for

uniform-weight vegetable based products.

The effects of actual nutritional content as measured by calories, sugars, fats, and sodium

levels on monthly food-group expenditures varies by the type of item under consideration.

For items which are expected and purchased for the purpose of being sweet like grain/dairy

based baked goods and desserts, sweet snacks, sodas and diet drinks, greater sugar

content actually leads to significantly greater expenditure on those groups. For almost

all food groups, greater caloric content is associated with larger expenditure. This can be

potentially explained by the desire to consume most snacks, desserts, and produce are

consumed for the purpose of improving satiation. However, since diet sodas are purchased

for the specific characteristic of lacking calories and/or sugar content, it is to be expected

that there is a negative relationship between monthly diet soda expenditure and caloric

content within the product group. It is important to note that not all consumers with

household in this study may be purchasing products from every single category.

Examining the demand elasticities of the various categories of goods with respect to the

nutritional facts and claims provides greater insight. Table 1.7 would suggest that the
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demand for the nutritional claims on various types of goods is rather inelastic, particularly

in comparison to actual contents and nutritional facts. However, the semi-elasticities

in Table 1.8 paint a clearer picture, and allow us to examine the percentage changes in

food-group expenditures based on a percentage-point increase in prevalence of nutritional

claims in market options available for each food group. The semi-elasticities of the

nutritional claims on consumer demand show that variation in claim presence would lead

to notable changes in food-group expenditures. This finding, considering both the full

and semi-elasticities of demand, suggests that while alimentary claims may slightly alter

consumer perception for households with children in the US, these claims are not solely

driving changes in household expenditure given the actual contents.

In terms of aggregate monetary expenditure, we may examine the IV marginal effects of

a positive standard-deviation change in the amounts of nutritional values and content

claims to assess the effects of a change in aggregate monthly food-group expenditure

[Table 1.9]. In comparison to the table with the marginal effects of expenditure at the

mean values of content and claim presence [Table 1.6], we see that many of these changes

consist of significant household expenditure shifts, though not all are as large in overall

magnitude. When considering actual nutritional values, the greatest monetary shifts

across all occur with changes in caloric content. Overall, variation in actual content values

are associated with greater divergences in aggregate monthly expenditure as compared to

the changes in the prevalence of content claims, which result in statistically significant but

minuscule shifts that amount to monthly spending shifts of less than one dollar across all

food groups and low-content claim types. Thus while households do appear to notice and

react to the health implications suggested by low-content claims, the results of Table 1.9

reveal that the greatest household food-group budget adjustments are made in reaction to

actual values of calories, sugars, saturated fat, and sodium as opposed to claim presence in

the product space.
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This result of actual content versus claim presence in the product space implicates that

either heads of household are reading nutrition facts labels with extreme care–or that the

actual nutrition values are also correlated with other factors that make products more

or less desirable than simply health facts. A number of studies show that the presence

and prevalence of nutritional claims may indeed cast a negative health halo–a ”horn

effect”–on perceptions of taste and product quality. Studies by Schuldt and Hannahan

(2013) showed that while ”Organic” labels are perceived as more healthy, they are also

viewed as less tasty and durable, particularly by subjects with less environmental concern.

Tuorila et al. (1994) found in an experimental study of 97 subjects that no- to low-fat items

were perceived as being less appetizing, despite the fact that most respondents only found

low-fat cheeses to be less desirable than their regular-fat counterparts in taste tests. There

are two facets of the demand analysis that point to the idea that taste perception may

have a strong hand in household decision-making. First, not all low-content claims led to

increases–as opposed to significant decreases–in household food-group expenditure. This

result corresponds to findings in previous academic and market studies that in certain

food categories, specific low-content claims make consumers hesitant to purchase those

goods because they indicate poor taste. For example, heads of household may purchase

less breakfast cereals given increases in low-calorie claim presence because that claim

would indicate that consumer may not receive enough energy from the cereal to get

through the morning. Second, in all of the food categories under question, the product

space claim presence had a much smaller magnitude of effect in monthly food-group

expenditure in comparison to actual content. Since content levels correspond to food

flavor and taste perceptions, it appears that consumers weigh factors like flavor and

texture to a larger extent than simple nutritional health claims when making purchasing

decisions for their respective households. The general estimation results thus indicate that

the actual caloric count, sugar, saturated fat, and sodium levels are thus correlated with

potentially unmeasured factors that drive consumer preference. Given that foods rich in
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those nutrients are usually considered more palatable by most consumers, particularly

by children, the claims therefore do not have as high of a weight on purchasing decisions

(Raghunathan et al., 2006). This finding aligns with research on the salience of claims on

nutritional intake. Although claims may change the psychological perception of foods,

experimental studies in nutrition have shown that they do not significantly alter actual

consumption levels for most consumer types, other than those who are particularly health

conscious (Gravel et al., 2012; Bialkova et al., 2016).

To assess whether H1 holds given my demand estimates, I compare whether each nutrient

type in any particular food group has opposing effects for actual content versus claim

presence in the product space. Certain product groups and nutrition types do in fact

conform to this expectation. For example, increased saturated fat content in salty snacks

decreases aggregate monthly expenditure, while expansion in the prevalence of low-fat

claims within the salty snack product space increases expenditure. A similar pattern

can be seen for saturated fat in cereal and fruit products, for sodium in sweet snacks,

and sugars in fruit items. However, in certain food categories I see that claims reduce

demand while nutritional content increases demand. For example, in the cereal category,

the demand for cereals increases with calories while decreasing with low-calorie claim

presence. Since breakfast products tend to be more calorically dense for the purpose of

providing hours of energy after a night of fasting (Lipps et al., 1986), it can be expected

that aggregate demand for cereal is positively associated with caloric content. Moreover,

low-calorie items may be associated with worsened palatability, which may be especially

difficult to feed to young children. Therefore both factors of taste and energy density

could explain why this effect is observed, where increased claim presence would decrease

demand rather than improve it.

In other product groups like sport and energy drinks, I see positive effects on aggregate

monthly expenditure for both increases in sodium content and low-sodium claim presence
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in the product space. Within this product category, sodium is usually consumed for

the purpose of improving electrolyte levels, particularly with sport and energy drinks

(Schneider et al., 2011). However, increasing low-sodium claim presence may improve

the perceived healthfulness of the item, therefore households may value both the actual

content and the psychological impression that they are consuming the ”least worst” version

of that product, given that too much of a content like sodium could also be detrimental

to well-being. Likewise, salty snacks are purchased for the purpose of their salty flavor,

so it is to be expected that demand is positively related to sodium levels; however, low-

sodium claims within the salty snack category can make consumers feel that they are

making relatively healthy choices within a typically unhealthy category, so increases in

low-sodium claim presence lead to expanded monthly expenditure on these snacks. A

similar argument could be made for why both content level and claim presence for calories

are positively related to monthly expenditure for packaged fruits, packaged vegetables,

sport/energy/caffeine beverages, salty snacks, and sweet snacks. Hence H1 can only

be said to hold for certain nutrient types in specific food groups. Departures from the

expected results can be attributed to desire for a certain nutrient while choosing the

”least-worst” options, or when items are actually purchased for the purpose of having a

certain content, such that low-content claims actually deter consumers from purchasing

them.

It is entirely possible that consumers for categories like pre-packaged and processed fruits

and vegetables differ from those who consume other groups of products, like salty snacks.

Although most consumers in this study purchased items from each of these food groups,

further analysis could be done to account for consumer preferences or tastes for one type

of food or snack over another. Controlling for consumer type by customer segments using

emerging machine learning algorithms (see Kashwan and Velu (2013); Wu and Chou

(2011)) may further improve and refine the understandings of why these product groups

have different elasticities of demand with respect to nutrient levels and claim prevalence
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within each group.

1.4.1 Analysis of Claim versus Content Receptiveness by Expenditure

Quantiles

In order to gain a more nuanced understanding of how households with children react

toward nutritional content and claims, it is pertinent to investigate how demands differ

along various expenditure quantiles. In Tables A.2 through A.10, I estimated the quantile

panel regression for five different quantiles (τ = 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and0.90) for each

of the food groups under investigation. When controlling for annual household income

brackets and household size, the quantiles can be thought of as signals to the amount of

food consumption that happens at home. In other words, households in the upper quantiles

conduct may eat more at home compared to households in the lower quantiles, who may

purchase more food from restaurants and ready-made meal services. In order to perform

these analyses, I followed the quantile regression model for dynamic panel data with fixed

effects as outlined by Harding and Lamarche (2009), which builds upon Lamarche (2008)

and Chernozhukov and Hansen (2006). This model allows for endogenous variables to

be correlated with unobserved factors affecting the dependent variable, thus allowing for

improved causal inference.

For cereal products, Table A.2 shows that households in the higher quantiles appear

to care more about sugar content and thus purchase less sugary cereals; they are also

more responsive to low sugar claims and are more likely to respond to them. Higher

expenditure households are also generally more likely to purchase higher calorie items,

yet they also respond most to low calorie claims. Higher expenditure households are also

more receptive to low-sodium claims, but like with calories, they also purchase higher

sodium goods. These responses toward calories and sodium indicate a pattern for higher
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expenditure groups that they like to indulge in those nutrients but also feel good that they

are purchasing items with healthy claims. Overall, the reactions to increases in content

claims available to a household purchaser seem to be positively related to quantile level:

high-expenditure households are more receptive to claims (save for low calorie claims, in

which there is an inverse relationship between quantile and low-calorie label valuation).

The cross-quantile purchasing patterns for grain and dairy dessert products in Table A.3

indicate that higher expenditure households are slightly more likely to purchase higher

calorie items compared to lower expenditure ones. At the same time, they are also more

responsive to low calorie claims as compared to their lower expenditure counterparts. For

items with low sugar claims, there does not appear to be a highly noticeable difference

in responsiveness across expenditure groups. Unlike the case of cereals, there is not

a major appearance of some sort of quality upgrading happening in this food group.

Table A.4 for sweet snacks shows that households from lower expenditure quantiles

appear to be more indulgent with high sugar goods. High expenditure households may

appreciate sweet snacks with lower sugar contents, perhaps due to more refined tastes or

developed tendencies to enjoy less sweet products. The quantile regression also shows that

higher expenditure households respond less to low sodium claims as compared to lower

expenditure households. For salty snacks, Table A.5 reveals that individuals who consume

salty snacks do so with indulgence, in that they buy more salty snacks that have higher salt

content–a pattern that is consistent across quantiles. Overall, the effectiveness of low salt

claims improves with expenditure quantile. Similar to the case of cereals, the consumption

of higher expenditure households appears to support a hypothesis of quality upgrading,

in that the households in question begin to choose salty snack products that both maintain

the goal of eating a sodium-rich snack while lowering fat levels—supporting the idea that

higher income households tend to purchase lower energy dense goods. The effectiveness

of low calorie claims are also most dramatic among the highest expenditure groups.

These findings are consistent with literature on demographic differences in nutritional
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profiles; Xie et al. (2003) used survey data from 1998 to 2000 to show that subjects from

higher income families had significantly higher consumption of dairy products as well as

increased intake of polyunsaturated fat, protein, calcium, and folate.

Preferences for sodas and carbonated beverages varied not just by soda type, but also

by expenditure quantiles. Table A.6 reveals that lower expenditure households are most

receptive to purchasing high-calorie and higher sugar non-diet sodas as compared to

households in the higher expenditure ranges. On the other hand, the upper quantiles

reacted most positively to low sugar claims on such non-diet sodas. As with the mean

regression results, some of the households’ reactions to low calorie claims may be insignifi-

cant due to the fact that most of the carbonated beverages that contain low-calorie claims

are categorized as diet carbonated beverages in the data. Across the board, higher calorie

levels are associated with lower purchase levels of diet sodas [Table A.7]; however, higher

expenditure households appear to value low-caloric products at a much higher level than

their lower expenditure counterparts. Moreover, lower quantile households value sugar in

their diet carbonated beverages much more. Diet sodas, seltzer waters, and non-alcoholic

ales such as ginger ale typically contain from 30-90 mg of sodium per can, so sodium is

an essential part of the makeup of most diet carbonated beverages due to their function

as an antimicrobial preservative and natural flavor additive (Abdulmumeen et al., 2012).

Increases in expenditure toward higher-sodium beverages when moving up the household

expenditure quantiles are most likely reflective of flavor and brand preferences across

expenditure groups. The lack of a sizeable reaction to low sugar claims both in the median

and quantile regressions may be due to the inherent characteristic or expectation that these

products contain lower calories and sugars, therefore the redundant information does not

add much benefit or information. Table A.8 shows that households from all quantiles

value positive caloric presence in their energy, sport, and caffeinated beverages, but it

appears that higher expenditure families value calories less so than their lower quantile

counterparts. This may be due to the quality upgrading related to energy density, but
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also due to potential differences in tastes and palates—such as a preference among higher

end households for less processed or sweetened products. Indeed, higher expenditure

households value less sugar in these beverages more than they do positive sugar presence,

unlike those households in the lowest expenditure brackets. Those families in the lower

quantiles also place higher value on more fat in these drinks, perhaps in relation to how

fatty additives like dairy to ready-to-drink caffeinated beverages can compensate for the

bitterness of the tea or coffee. The differences in preferences for sugar and fat contents

across the extreme ends of the quantiles may reveal that higher income households prefer

and can afford less energy dense beverages, similar to the case of cereals and sweet snacks.

In general, higher expenditure households are more receptive to claims, especially those

for low sugar and low sodium, in the energy, sport, and caffeinated beverage category.

Table A.9 reveals that most consumers are willing to consume positive amounts of calories

in fruit-based products, however this preference weakens slightly when moving up the

expenditure brackets. Lower expenditure households reveal a greater demand for higher-

sugar fruit products, though this preference flips when moving to higher quantiles. While

sodium may add complexity and flavor of these goods, it is also considered to be a

preservative in processed fruit goods; it is visible that lower quantile households value

or tolerate sodium content much more than their higher quantile counterparts. High

expenditure households are most receptive to low sugar and low calorie claims. Low

fat claims are primarily only a concern for these households. I observe that low sodium

claims matter more to the lower expenditure households; since processed fruit goods

like cans and frozen foods that have low sodium claims are typically less expensive than

fresher selections, lower quantile household shoppers may have greater exposure to those

claims than those from higher households. Furthermore, adding claims may potentially

deter customers who can afford not to consume processed fruits, so lower expenditure

households may appreciate low sodium claims on fruit products as information while

their high expenditure actually be deterred.
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Similar to the case of fruits, vegetables are typically consumed for their energy intake as

well as their potential health benefits (particularly for fresh fare). While all households

place positive value to caloric content, those households which have lower expenditures

per month value higher calorie goods more than their high-expenditure counterparts

[Table A.10]. This may indicate a preference for higher energy density products among

households who spend less, which could mean that they attempt to feed as many household

members as possible while attempting to minimize costs. Low salt claims are typically not

seen in fresh, pre-packaged produce and are most often seen on canned vegetables, like

canned peas. Given the tendency of poorer households to consume canned alternatives to

fresh products (See Haynes-Maslow et al. (2013)), the quantile regression reveals that lower

expenditure households are not only more receptive to low sodium claims but they also

value or tolerate added sodium levels to their vegetable products. The higher valuation of

sodium in lower quantiles also reveals a greater preference for salty goods among these

relevant households. On the other hand, fatty vegetable products, like artichokes, carrots,

and beets tend to be more expensive and also the most healthy, so they may be valued

more by higher quantile purchasers. Sugars may be more preferred by lower quantile

households due to flavor preferences but also for their use as a preservative in processed

vegetable products, which matches my results. Low sugar claims may be shocking to

all households when it comes to vegetables—a group of natural products which are not

typically associated with high sucrose content. The decreasing preference for sugar along

the quantiles for vegetable products with low-sugar claims on their packages could reveal

that these labels may actually push households to reach for products that do not remind

them of sugar content or those that perhaps do not contain any sugar at all.

The general heterogeneity in preferences for nutritional contents and claims in the rel-

evant food groups can be attributed to a variety of factors. While healthful behavior

and awareness of contents and claims are evidently important forces, numerous other

influences have been cited in academic and marketing literature for guiding the ways
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that households make dietary choices. Parental education is one of the key contributors

to healthful consumption, since education level are linked to familial income as well as

adequate dietary knowledge (Vereecken and Maes, 2010). Within the realm of marketing,

Cicia et al. (2002) found in an experimental study that consumers’ perception of product

quality is significantly related to product price and not to product packaging–which may

include graphics and nutritious claims. Zajonc and Markus (1982) argue that affective fac-

tors, emotional factors which influence peoples’ learning, significantly shape preferences.

Individuals may not be born with a preference for the saltiest, most sugary and fattiest

products, but growing up in a lower-income household where higher energy density is

valued may shape generations of familial preference for those types of goods. Lastly,

parents and heads of households may choose to purchase less healthful products for the

sake of convenience and established preferences among children within the household.

Behavioral experiments have established that children who consume high energy-density

foods due to fat content (such as high-fat flavored yogurts) can form preferences for those

types of goods after over 8 encounters with those goods (Johnson et al., 1991); therefore

families seeking to feed their children may continue to purchase those goods not based on

their potential health benefits but rather taste and texture preferences of their children.

Lastly, the overall reduction in relative sugar consumption and increased positive reception

to low-sugar claims along the expenditure quantiles appears to support the existing

literature on nutritional quality upgrading in higher income households. Hiza et al. (2013)

used survey data from the 2003-2004 National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey

and found that among other factors, low-income young and middle-aged adults generally

had lower diet quality, except for sodium, than their higher-income counterparts. However,

such literature on diet improvement and income also show that nutrition education has

significant positive effects on dietary quality for low-income households. Pérez-Escamilla

and Haldeman (2002)’s analysis of the 1994–1996 Continuing Survey of Food Intake by

Individuals and the Diet and Health Knowledge Survey (DHKS) revealed that food label
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use in food shopping is associated with improved dietary quality among all income groups

with a greater benefit of use among higher income individuals. However, they did not find

a significantly improved relationship between income and dietary quality in the absence

of food label use. On the other hand, Blaylock et al. (1999) argued that improvements

in income and economic status are not always linked to improved dietary quality, as the

demand for convenience given time constraints may lead to the consumption of higher

calorie and fatty foods. The receptiveness of household decision-makers toward nutrition

claims and labels can improve, however, particularly among lower-income households.

Hersey et al. (2001) showed that nutritional education is associated with improved food-

shopping practices in low-income American households–mainly those where women make

purchasing and dietary choices. Such practices include the Nutrition Facts panel to make

food choices and maintaining awareness of healthy food choices when shopping–leading

to lower fat consumption in the aforementioned study.
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Table 1.6: IV Fixed Effects Demand Estimates
Preferences for nutrient contents and claims

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Cereals Grain/Dairy Sweet Snacks Salty Snacks Soda Diet Drinks Sport/Energy/ Fruit (fresh/ Vegetables (fresh/

Desserts Caffeine Beverages dried/canned) dried/canned)
Calories (0.01 kcal) 8.65∗∗∗ 0.31 5.08∗∗∗ 8.94∗∗∗ 7.90∗∗∗ -36.06∗∗ 13.91∗∗ 15.38∗∗∗ 6.83∗∗∗

(0.41) (0.25) (0.20) (0.17) (0.69) (11.59) (5.15) (0.58) (0.15)

Sugars (10 mg) -4.45 49.08∗∗∗ 4.46∗∗∗ 11.49∗∗∗ 3.22 128.10∗∗ -15.48 -15.08∗∗∗ 60.67∗∗∗

(2.45) (1.83) (1.04) (2.06) (3.88) (45.26) (19.35) (2.56) (1.85)

Saturated fat (10 mg) -22.87∗ 112.10∗∗∗ 3.77 -160.80∗∗∗ -25.86 169.80 74.60∗∗ -246.30∗∗∗ -13.53
(10.54) (5.73) (2.97) (7.12) (80.81) (130.62) (25.29) (12.76) (12.08)

Sodium (0.001 mg) 24.58∗∗∗ 6.61∗∗∗ -20.61∗∗∗ 1.88∗∗∗ -5.95 336.90∗∗∗ 28.08∗∗∗ 30.86∗∗∗ 6.27∗∗∗

(1.67) (1.32) (1.00) (0.54) (16.53) (9.12) (6.38) (6.86) (0.28)

% of items with -31.73∗∗∗ 9.86∗∗∗ 4.90∗∗∗ 12.94∗∗∗ 2.90 0.29 7.99∗∗∗ 6.00∗∗∗ 16.31∗∗∗

low calorie claim (8.72) (0.20) (0.88) (1.00) (3.30) (0.40) (0.97) (0.33) (1.06)

% of items with 0.09 8.09∗∗∗ 15.35∗∗∗ 8.74∗∗ 4.56∗∗ 1.92∗∗∗ 1.43∗∗ 3.34∗∗∗ -11.16∗∗∗

low sugar claim (0.60) (0.36) (0.57) (3.07) (1.55) (0.48) (0.53) (0.18) (1.35)

% of items with 1.41∗∗ - - 8.61∗∗∗ - - - 19.57∗∗∗ -10.83∗∗∗

low saturated fat claim (0.53) (.) (.) (0.35) (.) (.) (.) (5.22) (1.09)

% of items with 5.83∗∗∗ -4.09∗∗ 16.63∗∗∗ 6.46∗∗∗ -1.90 -9.05∗∗∗ 9.40∗∗ -3.68∗∗∗ 0.88∗

low sodium claim (1.30) (1.31) (2.42) (0.50) (2.11) (1.64) (3.43) (0.47) (0.43)
N 708,379 484,319 697,519 796,393 481,232 158,935 138,674 437,647 654,243

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Note: None of the observations for food groups 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 contained claims for low saturated fat
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Table 1.7: IV Elasticities of food-group expenditure on nutritional claims and contents
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Cereals Grain/Dairy Sweet Snacks Salty Snacks Soda Diet Drinks Sport/Energy/ Fruit (fresh/ Vegetables (fresh/
Desserts Caffeine Beverages dried/canned) dried/canned)

Calories (0.01 kcal) 0.65∗∗∗ 0.08 0.93∗∗∗ 1.02∗∗∗ 0.64∗∗∗ -0.03∗∗ 0.70∗∗ 1.03∗∗∗ 0.46∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.06) (0.02) (0.01) (0.05) (0.01) (0.21) (0.03) (0.01)

Sugars (10 mg) -0.02 0.51∗∗∗ 0.93∗∗∗ 0.01∗∗∗ 0.12 0.02∗∗ -0.13 -0.19∗∗∗ 0.19∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.002) (0.07) (0.01) (0.16) (0.03) (0.003)

Saturated fat (10 mg) -0.01∗ 0.21∗∗∗ 0.01 -0.17∗∗∗ -0.00 0.00 0.03∗∗ -0.01∗∗∗ -0.002
(0.003) (0.01) (0.01) (0.004) (0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.001) (0.001)

Sodium (0.001 mg) 0.24∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗ -0.16∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗ -0.01 0.71∗∗∗ 0.08∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗ 0.14∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.03) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.004)

% of items with -0.00004∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.00 0.00 0.03∗∗∗ 0.01∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

low calorie claim (0.00001) (0.0003) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.00003) (0.01) (0.003) (0.0004) (0.0001)

% of items with 0.00 0.004∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ .00003∗∗ 0.0003∗∗ 0.01∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗ -.0005∗∗∗

low sugar claim (0.0001) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.00001) (0.0001) (0.003) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0001)

% of items with 0.0002∗∗ - - 0.004∗∗∗ - - - 0.0001∗∗∗ -0.001∗∗∗

low saturated fat claim (0.0001) (.) (.) (0.0001) (.) (.) (.) (0.00003) (0.0001)

% of items with 0.001∗∗∗ -0.0001∗∗ 0.0003∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ -0.00 -0.001∗∗∗ 0.0002∗∗ -0.001∗∗∗ 0.0004∗

low sodium claim (0.0001) (0.00003) (0.00004) (0.0001) (0.00003) (0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0002)

Standard errors as calculated by the delta method in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Note: None of the observations for food groups 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 contained claims for low saturated fat
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Table 1.8: IV semi-elasticities of food-group expenditure on nutritional claims and contents
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Cereals Grain/Dairy Sweet Snacks Salty Snacks Soda Diet Drinks Sport/Energy/ Fruit (fresh/ Vegetables (fresh/
Desserts Caffeine Beverages dried/canned) dried/canned)

Calories (0.01 kcal) 0.13∗∗∗ 0.02 0.11∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗ -1.00∗∗ 0.50∗∗ 0.53∗∗∗ 0.17∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.04) (0.002) (0.03) (0.01) (0.26) (0.15) (0.02) (0.002)

Sugars (10 mg) -0.05 1.35∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗∗ 0.19∗∗∗ 0.10 3.59∗∗ -0.45 -0.51∗∗∗ 1.80∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.03) (0.02) (0.03) (0.06) (1.03) (0.56) (0.07) (0.04)

Saturated fat (10 mg) -0.58∗ 2.72∗∗∗ 0.05 -2.64∗∗∗ -0.91 4.74 2.87∗∗ -8.30∗∗∗ -0.24
(0.13) (0.11) (0.04) (0.07) (1.54) (3.44) (0.76) (0.35) (0.19)

Sodium (0.001 mg) 0.40∗∗∗ 0.11∗∗∗ -0.05∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗ -0.08 8.59∗∗∗ 1.22∗∗∗ 0.61∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.03) (0.01) (0.01) (0.22) (0.20) (0.19) (0.24) (0.01)

% of items with -0.48∗∗∗ 0.26∗∗∗ 0.10∗∗∗ 0.23∗∗∗ 0.06 0.01 0.30∗∗∗ 0.21∗∗∗ 0.43∗∗∗

low calorie claim (0.14) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.07) (0.01) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

% of items with 0.00 0.22∗∗∗ 0.31∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗ 0.08∗∗ 0.05∗∗∗ 0.06∗∗ 0.10∗∗∗ -0.31∗∗∗

low sugar claim (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.05) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.04)

% of items with 0.02∗∗ - - 0.15∗∗∗ - - - 0.69∗∗∗ -0.31∗∗∗

low saturated fat claim (0.01) (.) (.) (0.01) (.) (.) (.) (0.19) (0.03)

% of items with 0.10∗∗∗ -0.12∗∗ 0.34∗∗∗ 0.11∗∗∗ -0.04 -0.24∗∗∗ 0.37∗∗ -0.13∗∗∗ 0.03∗

low sodium claim (0.02) (0.04) (0.05) (0.01) (0.04) (0.04) (0.14) (0.02) (0.01)

Standard errors as calculated by the delta method in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Note: None of the observations for food groups 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 contained claims for low saturated fat
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Table 1.9: IV marginal effects of one standard-deviation changes in amounts of nutritional values and prevalence of content
claims on monthly food-group expenditure

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Cereals Grain/Dairy Sweet Snacks Salty Snacks Soda Diet Drinks Sport/Energy/ Fruit (fresh/ Vegetables (fresh/

Desserts Caffeine Beverages dried/canned) dried/canned)
Calories (0.01 kcal) 13.95∗∗∗ 7.62∗∗∗ 4.83∗∗∗ 8.39∗∗∗ 5.94∗∗∗ -39.27∗∗∗ 15.37∗∗∗ 11.29∗∗∗ 7.90∗∗∗

(0.18) (0.20) (0.11) (0.08) (0.43) (6.69) (1.00) (1.32) (0.07)

Sugars (10 mg) -9.00∗∗∗ 0.46∗∗ 0.37∗∗∗ 9.76∗∗∗ 0.54∗ 16.41∗∗∗ -12.93∗∗∗ -0.12 4.12∗∗∗

(0.20) (0.15) (0.07) (0.06) (0.23) (3.21) (0.56) (0.67) (0.07)

Saturated fat (10 mg) -6.77∗∗∗ 0.68∗∗∗ 0.70∗∗∗ -3.38∗∗∗ -13.58∗∗∗ 9.70 7.18∗∗∗ -10.05∗∗∗ -11.77∗∗∗

(0.17) (0.09) (0.04) (0.06) (1.39) (7.87) (1.00) (0.67) (0.13)

Sodium (0.001 mg) 1.40∗∗∗ 5.53∗∗∗ -5.29∗∗∗ 0.61∗∗∗ -0.22 38.98∗∗∗ 1.48 8.14∗∗∗ 1.45∗∗∗

(0.10) (0.17) (0.07) (0.04) (0.94) (0.92) (0.80) (1.57) (0.02)

% of items with -0.63 0.38∗∗∗ 0.18∗∗∗ 0.47∗∗∗ 0.14 0.001 0.29∗∗∗ 0.26∗∗∗ 0.73∗∗∗

low calorie claim (0.39) (0.01) (0.04) (0.05) (0.14) (0.02) (0.04) (0.02) (0.05)

% of items with 0.15∗∗∗ 0.16∗∗∗ 0.52∗∗∗ 0.28∗∗ 0.10∗∗ 0.07∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗ -0.17∗∗∗

low sugar claim (0.03) (0.01) (0.02) (0.09) (0.04) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.04)

% of items with 0.05∗∗∗ - - 0.12∗∗∗ - - - 0.23∗∗∗ -0.01
low saturated fat claim (0.01) (.) (.) (0.004) (.) (.) (.) (0.06) (0.01)

% of items with 0.03∗ -0.03 0.23∗∗∗ 0.08∗∗∗ -0.01 -0.14∗∗∗ 0.12∗∗ -0.06∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗

low sodium claim (0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.01) (0.03) (0.02) (0.04) (0.01) (0.01)

Standard errors as calculated by the delta method in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Note: None of the observations for food groups 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 contained claims for low saturated fat
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1.5 Conclusion

This study analyzed a large nationally representative data set of households with children

to study their valuations of nutritional facts and claims on nine subsets of pre-packaged

foods. The investigation shows that households value low-content claims and facts in

differing lights and magnitudes based on the particular item and content type in question.

Food groups with expectations of lacking healthfulness, like sodas, do not face significant

changes in demand given changes in contents or claim presence in the marketplace.

However, for the more frequently-consumed items, demand changes significantly with

both content levels and content claim presence in the product space. The direction of these

demand shifts depends on each item and content under review. For example, increased

sugar content in fruit items leads to decreases in aggregate expenditure while increased

labeling prevalence in the product space leads to increases in food group expenditure. A

similar pattern can be seen with sodium in sweet snacks. However, an opposite effect is

visible for some items like calorie contents and claims for cereals, which may be attributed

to the nature of cereals being used for building and sustaining energy for the day.

A closer analysis of variation in demand for nutrition and content claims along expenditure

quantiles showed that higher expenditure households–those who make a majority of their

food consumption at home–are more positively receptive to low-sugar claims across all

studied food types, while valuing relatively less sugar in the items that they purchase.

This finding supports a number of existing literature within health economics and public

policy which outlines the extent to which households upgrade their nutritional profiles

with greater income levels and home consumption. Claims are therefore more salient

for consumers who primarily eat at home–which may also indicate a greater awareness

of health consequences of nutritional intake. In general, the responsiveness toward

nutrition content and claims by expenditure quantiles varied by the specific product under

consideration. These findings can potentially motivate more specific public health and
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educational campaigns for various food groups based on family size, expenditure levels,

and household income.

Overall, the analysis in this paper suggests that the greatest shifts in household food-

group expenditures occur as a reaction to variation in actual nutritional values rather

than low-content claims on the front of packages, though the changes as a reaction to the

latter are still considered to be significant in the scope of aggregate national spending.

This result corresponds to findings from a variety of papers in marketing literature,

nutrition, and economics which have studied the reactions of food manufacturers and

consumers to health claims, particularly following the implementation of the NLEA. These

results indicate that consumers generally have a higher preference for taste and texture

over potential long-term health resulting from current consumption of their dietary

choices. Since calories, sugar, saturated fat, and sodium levels tend to correspond to how

palatable consumers find products to be, consumers may be choosing to consume almost

entirely on taste and convenience over health claims, especially if they do not have a clear

understanding of the FDA guidelines that define what low-content claims actually mean.

Further studies could analyze this panel in conjunction with IRI’s medical history survey

and prescription medication data in order to assess how metabolic disease diagnoses or

prevalence of ailments within households affect demand for various nutrients and content

claims as opposed to healthy households not influenced by diseases.
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Chapter 2

Forecasting Medical Expenditure in the

Era of Health Care Reform through

Applications & Innovations of Machine

Learning Algorithms

2.1 Introduction

Health care affordability has become a contentious topic in recent years. Economists,

politicians, and policymakers alike have continued to analyze the factors that make up

the rising costs of care, and to assess which policies (if at all) should be implemented in

order to reduce the growth of such costs. Since 2008, at least 70,200 academic articles

have been published with the goal of understanding and outlining the determinants of

health care costs1. Much of the research in this field has been focused on establishing

1Source: Google Scholar Inquiry for ”Determinants of Health Care Expenses”, June 3, 2020.
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the sources of previous rises and trends in health care costs and expenditure. Scholarly

works on the future of health care costs are primarily focused on making predictions for

specific groups, such as high-risk patients (Bates et al., 2014), patients with childhood

obesity (Trasande and Elbel, 2012), and individuals with heart failure (Greiner et al., 2012).

Meanwhile, limited policy-based forecasts have been made regarding how to best predict

the future of medical expenditure in the face of rising costs and an aging population.

Fogel (2009) analyzed trends in health care costs, the decline of the prevalence of chronic

ailments, and the income elasticity of health services in order to predict that income

expenditures on health care for U.S. patients will nearly double to a rate of 29% of GDP

by 2040; however, the author relied mainly on external projections of life spans, health

trends, and then-current economic figures to make forecasts of expenditure rates over

30 years past the publication rate without the use of any clear linear analysis. A more

rigorous analysis by Bertsimas et al. (2008) involves data mining health insurance claims

data to measure the strength of using classification trees and clustering methods to predict

short-term medical costs; however, their predictions did not involve long-run health care

expenditure.

In today’s age of big data, researchers and policymakers could benefit greatly from ad-

vanced computing techniques meant to classify information and generate predictions and

forecasts that could be of immediate use. The lack of state-of-the-art long-run prediction

models for medical expenditure based on past costs may be due to the limited tools avail-

able for researchers to aid with forecasting in the setting of panel data. Machine learning

(ML) techniques have been increasingly used over the last two decades to accommodate

the growing availability of large, complex data sets which can provide opportunities for

rich analysis for a variety of fields, from economics and policy-making, to electricity and

utilities management. Artificial neural networks (ANN), which date to the early 1940s,

have been considered as possible tools for economic analysis and prediction for over the

recent years given advances in the software and hardware tools available for computing. In
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the context of econometrics, ANNs represent a class of nonlinear parametric input-output

models. In particular, recent work on time-series and panel data forecasting have allowed

researchers to use these powerful computing tools to make better inference and predic-

tions on many issues. Among the most seminal works on time-series and later panel data

modeling with ML, Kuan and Liu (1995) and Ahmed et al. (2010) have introduced and

presented a variety of techniques involving (among others) neural network algorithms that

could be used in both microeconomic and macroeconomic settings to forecast exchange

rates, expenditure, and even box-office returns for unreleased film productions (Sharda

and Delen, 2006). Gopalakrishnan and Gkritza (2013) utilized neural networks to forecast

the transportation infrastructure impacts of the renewable energy industry using panel

data most similar in nature to the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey, and they found

that their neural network forecasting models did well in forecasting the effects of various

innovations in energy resources on outcomes like pavement condition.

Given the expanding presence of big data and rapid improvements in computing tech-

niques and hardware tools in the recent years, the field of health care and health policy

could benefit greatly from incorporating these modern techniques in the creation and

implementation of policies that affect the lives and livelihood of millions of Americans.

The United States population grew by over 20.9% from 1996 to 20172, in large part due to

the influx US immigrants thanks to the booming American economy in the late 1990s, as

well as improvements in health care throughout the nation, thus improving fertility as well

as lifelong survival rates (Kent and Mather, 2002). Though the population has continued

to expand in numbers, the growth rate has slowed to 0.71%3, leading policymakers and

health care providers worldwide to anticipate the ”Silver Tsunami” that will take place

in the coming decades as individuals over the age of 65 will make up over 20% of the

U.S. population by the year 2050 (Vincent and Velkoff, 2010). The impending graying of

2United States Census Bureau: U.S. and World Population Clock. https://www.census.gov/popclock/
3The World Bank: Population growth (annual %). urlhttps://data.worldbank.org/indicator/sp.pop.grow
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the US population is due in part to the aging of the Baby Boomer generation as well as

advancements in medicine, which have led survivors of previously fatal conditions like

cancer to become a part of the growing populace (Bluethmann et al., 2016). Howdon and

Rice (2018) determine that proximity to morbidity is a significant determinant of health

care costs, and therefore the costs of the eventual expiration of the Baby Boomer generation

could be significant to insurance providers, public assistance institutions like Medicare,

and to patients themselves. It is therefore pertinent to make accurate predictions in the

changing and growth of medical expenses in order for individuals, insurance providers,

and policymakers to plan for an aging society in order to prevent financial shocks and

potential bankruptcies in the long term.

In the last decade, political turmoil and discussions over insurance coverage, preexist-

ing conditions, and the single payer mandate in the ultimate discussion of whether the

American health economy should include universal coverage have greatly changed how

Americans interact with the health care system and pay for their medical expenses. While

many previously uninsured Americans have benefited from publicly subsidized health

insurance, others are now pushed by current policies under the Patient Protection and

Affordable Care Act of 2010 (ACA) to enter insurance pools as younger, healthy individ-

uals in order to decrease the expected losses to insurance providers and thereby reduce

premiums for all health consumers. The payment structure for various medical procedures

and medications have also changed drastically as insurance providers now have to cover

line-items that were previously considered to be the largely the financial responsibility of

the health care consumer. For example, certain medications like preventative birth control

for women are now completely covered by insurance providers by law in a number of US

states. For many young, female health consumers, the reduction of out-of-pocket expenses

for such preventative health care has been significant4.

4The Commonwealth Fund: How the Affordable Care Act Has Helped Women Gain Insurance and
Improved Their Ability to Get Health Care. urlhttps://www.commonwealthfund.org/publications/issue-
briefs/2017/aug/how-affordable-care-act-has-helped-women-gain-insurance-and
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As the health care economy experiences massive reform, it is more important than ever

for economists and policymakers to have access to the best data and computation tools to

analyze changes in health care expenses and to forecast the future of health care. In 1996,

the Department of Health and Human Services begun its annual collection of the Medical

Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS), a family of surveys from nationally representative

panels of US health consumers meant to help researchers examine how individuals interact

with the American health care system. The information from this panel has been used by

insurance providers, health care providers, academic researchers, and policy makers alike

in order to analyze–among other things–the rise of medical care costs and the demands

of American health consumers. In 2002, the Agency of Healthcare Research and Quality

(AHRQ), which operates MEPS, forecasted the growth of health care costs over the next

fifteen years. These forecasts were largely accurate in the face of standard population

growth and a lack of major political and economic overhaul of the American health care

system. However, after the introduction of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act

of 2010 by President Obama, these 2002 forecasts became largely inaccurate and began to

significantly overestimate the expenditure of American households on their health.

MEPS was in fact used as key data source for many of the provisions in the creation

and implementation of the ACA signed by President Obama in 2010. Among the goals

of this landmark legislation were reforms to the insurance market for individuals and

small-group purchasers as well as expanded access to Medicaid for the working Americans

earning below 133% of the federal poverty level. One of these key provisions was to reduce

health care costs, with the eventual aim of ”bending the cost curve” in order to reduce the

growth of health care costs. Formally, the goals of the ACA were outlined as: (1) reforming

the private insurance market—especially for individuals and small-group purchasers, (2)

expanding Medicaid to the working poor with income up to 133% of the federal poverty

level, and (3) changing the way that medical decisions are made. The changes implemented

by the ACA have granted greater health care access to millions of Americans previously
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ineligible to receive affordable insurance coverage–if any coverage at all. These changes

led to noticeably lower out-of-pocket health expenditure patterns, particularly among

groups like young adults who had previously aged out of their dependent health coverage

under their parents’ insurance (Busch et al., 2014). The significant potential changes that

the ACA brought upon American health care savings and behavior brings about a need for

better prediction models for forecasting the future of medical expenditure in the US.

Several papers have used MEPS to predict and forecast both the determinants and the

future of medical expenditure in the US. Sushmita et al. (2015) compared regression

trees, M5 model trees, and random forest to assess which of these models best predicted

health care costs, using the patients’ prior medical history and related expenditures. They

found that the M5 model trees had the highest accuracy in predictions for 75% of the

population. DeSalvo et al. (2009) used two panels within MEPS to assess the ability of

general self-rated health (GSRH) and other measures to predict health expenditure; they

found that GSRH paired with age generally predicts expenditures as well as more complex

models. Cohen et al. (2006) used MEPS from 1996 to 2002 to assess the number of prior

years of data that is needed to accurately predict costs for individuals with high levels

of expenditure; they conclude that even a single lag year is sufficient to predict expenses

without significantly reducing predictive capacity. My study adds to a growing body

of literature within computational analysis, health economics, and public policy that

attempts to determine the predictive models that may best forecast health expenditure.

In this paper, I review a variety of ML-based techniques which could be applied to

data similar to the the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey. My goal is to assess which

models perform best compared to the realized data in regard to out-of-sample prediction

performance. In the first section, I review the data, the projection method used by AHRQ

to project 2002 to 2016 per-capita expenditure for persons with non-zero expenses, and

the imputation method I use in order to take advantage of the full panel structure of the
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data. I follow this with a review of the five machine-learning based techniques I will

be using to compare with the original prediction method of AHRQ: feedforward neural

networks, Elman (1990) recurrent neural networks, cluster ridge regressions, cluster Lasso

regression, and a penalized forecasting estimator by Harding et al. (2015). I then use the

best predictor to project the future of per-capita health expenditure over the next two

decades given the implementation of the ACA.

2.2 Data

The Medical Expenditure Panel Survey is a large annual panel survey hosted by the Center

for Financing, Access and Cost Trends within the Agency for Healthcare Research and

Quality (AHRQ)–formerly known as the Agency for Health Care Policy and Research

(AHCPR) (Cohen et al., 1996)–under the direction of the U.S. Department of Health and

Human Services. As of current, AHRQ provides data from 1996 to 2016. MEPS represents

a collection of surveys provided to a nationally representative panel of Americans as well as

their healthcare and insurance providers regarding their health expenditure, health status,

out-of-pocket costs, sources of expenditure payment, and types of insurance coverage. The

survey consists of three main components: the Household Component (MEPS-HC), the

Insurance/Employer Component, and the Medical Provider Component. MEPS-HC is the

only component that is available to the public and will thus be the focus of this study.

The MEPS-HC (henceforth, MEPS) panel consists of a sub-sample of households that

participated in the previous calendar year’s National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) by

the National Center for Health Statistics of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

(Ezzati-Rice et al., 2009). The surveys are conducted through computer-assisted interviews

with household individuals, and medical and insurance data are collected directly from

the participants’ providers. Insurance data are also supplemented by a separate survey of
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Figure 2.1: A new panel of sample households is selected each year, and data for each panel are collected
for two calendar years. The data for each panel are collected in five rounds of interviews that take place over
a two and a half year period. This provides continuous and current estimates of health care expenditures at
both the individual and household level for two separate panels for each calendar year.
Source: MEPS-HC Panel Design and Collection Process, Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality,
Rockville, MD. http://www.meps.ahrq.gov/mepsweb/survey_comp/hc_data_collection.jsp

nationally representative U.S. employers regarding the types of insurance coverage they

provide for their employees and their respective families (Cohen et al., 2009). Members

of each new panel are surveyed over two years, with data collection taking place over

five separate rounds (See Figure 2.1). The MEPS design not only seeks to estimate annual

health cost and medical information for subjects, but it also allows for examining within-

subject changes across the two years of their participation in the panel. For example, the

data allows researchers to assess whether individuals with private insurance in one year

also have private insurance in the next, or whether they seek public assistance programs

in the second.
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Figure 2.2: The size of the MEPS panel has fluctuated throughout the years, particularly in the immediate
years after its inception. The drop in participation between 1998 to 2000 was partly due to a sampling
redesign by the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS), another Federally funded nationally representative
health survey from which MEPS sub-samples for budgetary and efficiency purposes.
Figure source: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville, MD

Individuals from the NHIS survey are considered eligible to be part of the panel if he

or she is a U.S. civilian who is non-institutionalized during the particular time of data

collection or reference time period. Individuals living in dormitory style dwelling units,

such as college students or active service members, were not eligible to remain a part of

the panel. The NHIS sample aims to provide a nationally representative sample of the non-

institutionalized U.S. population, while over-sampling Hispanic, black, and Asian subjects

for the purpose of policy analysis and relevance; MEPS also over-samples lower-income

subjects for these purposes.

After some sample redesign issues in the first five years of the implementation of the panel,

the survey has typically consisted of approximately 33,000 per year. The consolidated

datasets for each year which were used in this study consist of approximately 1280-2052

variables per year, many of these being indicators for various ailments, methods and

success of treatments, as well as expenditure levels on a variety of medical issues. The

medical topics and expenses covered in the MEPS household component dataset range

from chiropractic and vision care to primary care and oncology. In order to make the data
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Figure 2.3: The differences in levels of expenditure by individuals with different main sources of payments
is reflective of the rich depth of information which can be used to forecast mean expenditure.
Figure source: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville, MD

from each year comparable in scope, I only included variables which were available across

all twenty one years of available data, thus only focusing on 1280 variables for the purpose

of prediction comparison across the models used and discussed.

2.2.1 MEPS Projection Technique

The projected household health care expenditure data for 2002 using the previous years’

surveys matched with the 2002 National Health Expenditure Accounts (NHEA) made by

the Office of the Actuary within the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)

(Sing et al., 2006). The projections for each individual year from 2002 to 2016 were then

made through a two-step process. Core data from the 2002 NHEA-aligned MEPS file

were first forecasted to the conclusion of each year by adjusting MEPS individual weights

with Census projections for population totals, fertility, and death rates. The re-weighted
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expenditures are adjusted annually by the categories of health service and sources of

disbursement in order for the re-weighted expenditures to align with growths in the

projections within NHEA (AHRQ, 2009).

The recursive linear projection technique using the core data from the 2002 NHEA-aligned

survey works relatively well until 2010, at which point the projections begin to significantly

overestimate per capita expenditure for individuals with positive expenditures [See Figure

2.4]. This year also marks the enactment of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care

Act (ACA), which was signed into law by President Barack Obama on March 23, 2010

(Protection and Act, 2010). In fact, the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey was one of the

main sources of data used to form some of the key provisions of the ACA (Cohen and

Cohen, 2013). Since one of the key aims of the ACA is to reduce the costs of delivering

effective health care, the overestimation of the AHRQ projection for per-capita health

expenditures may indeed reflect a slight containment in the growth of health care costs.

Many studies have also confirmed the reduction in the growth of costs, though these

reductions in isolation have not been found to significantly bend the cost curve for health

care (Orszag, 2016; Marks et al., 2017).

Much of the original projection technique was made by using standard time-series tech-

niques on each individual series using averages of the entire panel, rather than by utilizing

the rich data provided by the panel structure of information. However, given the depth of

material on specific household demographics, individual health background, insurance

and payment sources, and specific components of household health expenditure (such

as prescription medications, dental care, and primary medicine), taking advantage of

the entire panel data rather than select variables can serve to provide a more intricate

understanding of ongoing trends in health care expenditure.
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Figure 2.4: The comparison of the official 2002 MEPS 15-year projection for individual health care
expenditure for persons with positive expenditure compared to the realized outcomes reveals that the
original recursive projection techniques suffer from standard high levels of error variance. The official
MEPS projections begin to display significant upward bias in the year coinciding with the 2010 Affordable
Care Act, which aimed to reduce the growth of costs in the provision of medical care to American health
consumers. The comparison of expected versus realized outcomes after 2010 reveals that the Affordable
Care Act has made a non-trivial impact on the individual health care expenditure in the US.

2.2.2 Composite Subject Creation and Multiple Imputation for Panel

Balance

Subjects remain in the panel for a limited time, and leave the panel after a maximum

of two years of observation. Therefore, in order to make use of the traditional panel

data framework and estimation techniques of using two or more fixed effects, this project

could potentially benefit from the creation of so-called ”composite subjects” who will

remain a part of the panel throughout the in- and out-of-sample estimation periods. This

method is most similar to those discussed by Berk (2008) in forecasting crime and justice

using short-panel participation and cross-sectional time-series data, and forecasting the

changes in measures of human rights by Pisanò (2014). Subjects were matched by both

demographics and existing disabilities, including: race/ethnicity, income, age group, and

disability status to create subjects with mostly continuous and long term observations.

For subjects for whom no match was available, general multiple imputation techniques
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Figure 2.5: Quarterly percentage growth rate of medical expenditure by households with
non-zero annual expenditure levels

were used in order to estimate what an individual’s expenditure level would have been

given their characteristics. I use the Predictive Mean Matching (PMM) method proposed

by Rubin (1986) and Little (1988), which uses a method of imputation that mixes the

concepts of model-based imputation as well as nearest neighbors.

2.2.3 Stationarity of Time Series

When matching composite subjects and examining the stationarity of the time-series

within subjects on a quarterly basis, the data on medical expenditure is integrated of order

two–that is, differencing the data twice appears to create a stationary series. Examining

the percentage growth rates of medical expenditure per quarter demonstrates this data

characteristic most clearly, as seen in Figure 2.5. Performing an augmented Dickey Fuller

test on the percentage growth rates rejects the presence of a unit root with a MacKinnon

p-value of 0.0010. This confirms that quarterly medical expenditure levels are generated

by a stationary process when integrated of order 2.
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In addition to concerns of whether the data is stationary, it is important to consider

the ability of the machine learning techniques of interest in accounting for orders of

integration. Leisch et al. (1999) prove that standard AR neural networks without shortcut

connections are asymptotically stationary; they also show that integrated models can also

be asymptotically stationary, as neural networks without shortcuts can account for orders

of integration within each layer if correctly trained. In the recurrent neural network model

discussed in this study, Kuan and Liu (1995) show that these models inherently take into

account the order of integration needed to make time series and panel data stationary. For

penalized forecasting techniques like the cluster Lasso and ridge, little work has been done

in proving their ability to handle non-stationary processes. While this may not be an issue

of first order importance if one is concerned with the point estimates of future forecasts,

this may admittedly create hindrances in the ability to incorporate causal inference. Li

et al. (2015) use a decomposition technique on non-stationary traffic data in order to

conduct causal dependence modeling, using an earlier developed model outlined in Li

et al. (2014). If causal inference in prediction is a desirable a goal in forecasting health

care expenses, a similar method could be utilized.

2.3 Comparison of ML Techniques for Projecting

Per-Capita 2002-2016 Expenditure

A variety of machine learning techniques will be used to assess predictive performances

compared to the official 2002 projections for the years 2003-2016. The best performing of

these techniques will also be used to predict the future of healthcare after 2016, using all

of the data available to date.

I first review the computing methods of feedforward neural networks and recurrent neural
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networks, two of the most commonly used techniques in time-series and panel forecasting

in current econometric and financial models. I follow the notation of Kuan and White

(1994b) and Kuan and Liu (1995).

2.3.1 Feedforward Neural Networks

Machine learning with neural networks in the field of economics has not always been

the most optimal or preferred method of computation or prediction. Feedforward neural

networks in time series and panel-type data consist of an initial layer of explanatory

variables, which simultaneously activate q hidden units in a transitional layer through

through some activation function Ψ . The resulting hidden units hi , i = 1, . . . , q within the

hidden layer activate output units to through some activation function Φ .

x1,t

x2,t

x3,t

x4,t

h1,t

h2,t

h3,t

ot

Hidden
layer

Input
layer

Activation
function

Ψ

Output
layer

Activation
function

Φ

Figure 2.6: A basic feedforward network with one four input units, three hidden units,
and a single output unit

This simple representation of a feedforward neural network with one hidden layer can
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thus be represented as

hi,t = Ψ

γi0 +
n∑
j=1

γijxjt

 , i = 1, . . . ,q

ot = Φ

β0 +
q∑
i=1

βihi,t


(2.1)

which can be concisely expressed as

ot = Φ

β0 +
q∑
i=1

βiΨ

γi0 +
n∑
j=1

γijxjt




fq(xt,θ)

(2.2)

in which q represents the number of hidden units in the neural network and θ is the vector

of parameters comprised of all β’s and γ ’s. As shown by Hornik et al. (1989) and Cybenko

(1989), the activation functions Ψ and Φ are flexible in form, so long as the former

is typically a bounded function and the number of hidden units q is sufficiently large.

Typically, series expansions using polynomials, splines, and trigonometric expansions

need exponentially O(qn) terms in order to reach an approximation rate of O(1/q), while

Barron (1991) demonstrates that feedforward neural networks are able to reach the same

approximation rate by utilizing a number of parameters O(qn) which increases linearly in

q. Hence neural networks provide an asymptotically more parsimonious than traditional

expansion techniques for estimating unknown functions.

The parameters of interest θ∗q for a feedforward neural network fq can be estimated either

recursively or non-recursively by minimizing the mean squared error, given by:

θ∗q = argminE|y − fq(x,θ)|2
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The feedforward neural network can be estimated through a number of non-recursive,

nonlinear least squares (NLS) optimization methods, which can provide consistent and

asymptotically normally distributed estimates under minimally restrictive conditions. The

back-propagation of errors as discussed in Rumelhart et al. (1986), the Newton algorithm

from Kuan and White (1994b), and gradient descent (Sanger, 1989) are among the methods

that can be used to estimate θq, with the first two methods being the among the most

popular recursive methods for many modern econometricians. The back-propagation

algorithm and the Newton algorithm are shown by Kuan and White (1994b) to be root-t

consistent (with t denoting the recursive step), however the latter is more efficient than

the former and is asymptotically equivalent to non-linear least squares estimation.

In line with the neural network literature, I choose the functional form of the activation

functions Ψ and Φ as the logistic function and the identity function, respectively. The de-

pendent variable y is the average projected expenditure per-capita for non-institutionalized

persons with expenditure, while the network explanatory variables x are own-lagged de-

pendent variables, demographic information, health information regarding panel members

and household health trends, historic cost-type information, and payment-source infor-

mation. This results in nonlinear autoregressive exogenous (ARX) models for the neural

networks (Chen and Tsay, 1993).

fq(xt,θ) = β0 +
q∑
i=1

βi


1

1 + exp

−γi0 +
n∑
j=1
γijyt−j




The structure of this feedforward neural network and its unknown parameters are then

estimated using the two-step procedure outlined in Kuan and Liu (1995).
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2.3.2 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)

Recurrent Neural Networks are an extremely powerful class of artificial neural networks

that consist of bi-directional connections between and within layers, which allows informa-

tion to persist between layers. This makes them extremely useful in applications for speech

prediction, image processing, handwriting recognition, and time-series or longitudinal

data prediction. A key purpose of recurrent neural networks is to accurately process

sequential input, which is useful for both prediction of individual medical expenditures

as well as aggregate national expenditure on health care.

While feedforward neural networks could benefit from the incorporation of lagged depen-

dent variables as independent variables in order to account for dynamics, the question of

the exact number of lags to include is often unclear. For this project, I consider the model

proposed by Elman (1990).

x1,t

x2,t

x3,t

x4,t

h1,t

h2,t
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h3,t−1
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layer

Activation
function

Ψ

Output
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Activation
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Φ

Feedback
with
delay

Figure 2.7: A basic Elman (1990) recurrent neural network with one four input units, three
hidden units, a single output unit, and hidden-unit activation feedback.
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hi,t = Ψ

γi0 +
n∑
j=1

γijxj,t +
q∑
l=1

δilhl,t−1


ψi(xt,ht−1,θ), i = 1, . . . , q

ot = Φ

β0 +
q∑
i=1

βiψi(xt,ht − 1,θ)


φi(xt,ht−1,θ)

(2.3)

Which can be recursively represented by:

hi,t = ψi(xt,ψi(xt−1,ht−2, . . . ,θ),θ) = · · · = ri(x′,θ), i = 1, . . . , q

ot = φq(xt,ht−1,θ)gq(x
′,θ)

(2.4)

where θ represents the vector of all parameters containing the β’s, γ’s, and δ’s. x′ =

(xt,xt−1, . . . ,x1) and ψ is vector valued with ψi as it’s ith element, such that hi,t depends on

xt and its complete history of values. Parallel to the notation within feedforward neural

networks, q contains the number of hidden units. The hidden-unit activations hi are stored

back into the input layer with delay in order to capture the dynamic behavior of yt. Kuan

and White (1994b) show that for the Elman (1990) RNN model to run appropriately, the

hidden unit activation function Ψ must be a contraction mapping in h(t − 1) in addition

to requiring regularity conditions on the data x and y and smoothness conditions on the

activation functions. Kuan et al. (1994) demonstrate that a sufficient condition to ensure

the contraction mapping property of the Elman (1990) network is δil < 4/q ∀i, l.

We can estimate the parameters of interest in a recurrent neural network, θq, by minimizing

the limit of the mean squared approximation error in order to accommodate for the effects
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of network feedbacks with delay (Kuan and White, 1994a):

θ∗q = argmin lim
t→∞

E|yt −φq(xt,ht−1,θ)|2

Similar to the case of feedforward neural networks, the parameters of interest can also be

estimated using both recursive and non-recursive methods, including gradient descent.

As with the feedforward neural network structure, I have activation function Ψ take the

form of the logistic function and Φ as the identity function. The dependent variable y and

the network explanatory variables x remain the same. The recurrent neural networks will

therefore be in the following form:

φq(xt,θ) = β0 +
q∑
i=1

βi


1

1 + exp

−γi0 +
n∑
j=1
γijyt−j +

g∑
l=1
δilhl,t−1




hi,t =

1

1 + exp

−γi0 +
n∑
j=1
γijyt−j +

g∑
l=1
δilhl,t−1


I then estimate the model using Kuan and Liu (1995)’s two-step procedure to identify

the RNN’s structures and estimate the parameters of interest. The authors show that the

complex dynamic structure of recurrent neural networks, unlike feedforward networks,

inherently estimate the order of autoregression and do not require the estimation of the

”correct” number of lagged outcome variables. Therefore, I expect the RNN model to better

estimate and model the behavior of health care expenditure.
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2.3.3 Forecasting with Cluster Lasso Regression

I then consider the method of forecasting for panel data using penalized regression, which

remains an area with much room for exploration in the field of econometrics. We consider

a linear panel regression model:

yit = x′itβ +αi + εit i = 1, . . . ,N , t = 1, . . . ,T ,

where yit represents the outcome of interest, annual health care expenditure. xit represents

covariates which include sources of medical payment, αi are individual-specific effects

like household and individual demographics as well as medical history, and εit represents

an error term with zero conditional mean, but allows for dependence within individual

subjects. I follow the Cluster-Lasso model introduced by Belloni et al. (2016), which was

designed for panel data models with additive unobserved individual-specific heterogeneity

in high-dimensional frameworks. Individual-specific heterogeneity is treated as a fixed

effect in order to allow for this heterogeneity to be related to the time-varying variables

without any definitive structural requirements. Given the robustness of Cluster-Lasso

framework, I extend this model for the purpose of forecasting.

Belloni et al. (2016) proceed with their Cluster-Lasso estimation method by within-

individual demeaning in order to remove fixed effects parameters. For the dependent

variable, covariates, and the idiosyncratic error expression, demeaned variables are de-

fined with a double-dot notation in order to define deviations within observations from

individual means. For example, the demeaned expression for the error term is defined as:

ε̈it = εit −
1
T

T∑
t=1

εit,
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such that the ”within model” for health care expenditure for an individual in a given year

is:

ÿit = ẍ′itβ + ε̈it

Belloni et al. (2016) specify the Cluster-Lasso coefficient estimate β̂L as the solution to the

following penalized minimization problem:

β̂L ∈ argmin
b

1
NT

N∑
i=1

T∑
t=1

(ÿit − ẍ′itb)2 +
λ
NT

p∑
j=1

φ̂j |bj | (2.5)

In addition to the traditional lasso tuning parameter λ, the Cluster-Lasso estimator in (2.5)

involves a set of covariate-specific penalty loadings, {φ̂j}
p
j=1. These penalty loadings allow

for within-individual error dependency, non-Normality of covariates, and heteroscedastic-

ity. In their paper, Belloni et al. (2016) also introduce a post model-selection estimator

called the Post-Cluster-Lasso, which simply consists of conducting least-squares estima-

tion subject to the constraints selected by the Cluster-Lasso model selection procedure.

The Post-Cluster-Lasso is useful for making inference on the included parameters in the

proposed model. Since the current focus of this paper is reducing long-term forecasting

error rather than cross-sectional inference, I will not make use of this tool in this paper.

The table of forecasting results will refer to this method as the L1 method.

Selection criterion for the tuning parameters

The success of the Cluster Lasso depends in part on the penalty loadings and parameters

that meet the ”regularization event” condition as put forth by Belloni et al. (2014), which

pushes for the selection of penalty parameters large enough to dominate the noise in
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estimating model and forecasting coefficients:

λφ̂j
NT
≥ 2c

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2c 1
NT

N∑
i=1

T∑
t=1

ẍitj ε̈it

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ for each 1 ≤ j ≤ p (2.6)

for some constant slack parameter c > 1, where 1
NT

∑N
i=1

∑T
t=1 ẍitj ε̈it captures the sampling

variability in learning about coefficients βj . The penalty loadings can be feasibly estimated

by using preliminary estimates for ε̈it, which will be denoted as ε̂it. These preliminary

demeaned error estimates can be calculated through an iterative algorithm that follows

the algorithm given in Belloni et al. (2012) and Belloni et al. (2014):

φ̂2
j =

1
NT

N∑
i=1

 T∑
t=1

ẍitj ε̂it


2

=
1
NT

N∑
i=1

T∑
t=1

T∑
t′=1

ẍitj ẍit′j ε̂itε̂it′ . (2.7)

A necessary property of the feasible penalty loadings given by Belloni et al. (2014) for the

validity of the feasible penalty loadings is that `φj ≤ φ̂j ≤ uφj with probability 1− o(1), for

some `→ 1 and u ≤ C <∞, uniformly for j = 1, . . . ,p. If these conditions are satisfied, then

the penalty term λ can be estimated by:

λ = 2c
√
NTΦ−1(1− (γ/2p) (2.8)

If γ = o(1), then the regularization event will hold with a probability approaching 1.

Without using this estimation procedure, the failure of the regularization event can lead

the Cluster Lasso to include spurious coefficients into the estimation and forecasting

model, which Belloni et al. (2014) show could lead to endogeneity bias.
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2.3.4 Forecasting with Ridge Regression

In order to contrast the Cluster Lasso technique of Belloni et al. (2016) to a comparable

Ridge regression counterpart, I chose to use a similar estimator but with an adapted

penalty term for balancing over-fitting The forecasting technique with Ridge regression

replaces the `1-norm in equation in (2.5) with the `2-norm:
∑N
i=1(βl)2 (Euclidean distance).

β̂R ∈ argmin
b

1
NT

N∑
i=1

T∑
t=1

(ÿit − ẍ′itb)2 +
λ
NT

p∑
j=1

φ̂j(bj)
2 (2.9)

For the proposed estimation procedure, hereby denoted ”Cluster Ridge” or simply L2 in

the forecasting results to follow, I choose the clustered penalty loadings using the same

data-driven procedure as used in the Cluster Lasso model.

2.3.5 Penalized Forecasting for Panel Data

Harding et al. (2015) propose a method for penalized forecasting for panel data which

takes into account potential individual-specific effects. They consider the following version

of the fixed effects panel data model:

yit = β′xit +α + νi + εit, i = 1, . . . ,N , t = 1, . . . ,T ,

xit = νift +wit

(2.10)

where xit is a vector of p × 1 explanatory variables, α is an unknown scalar, νi is an

individual specific effect that may be correlated with the explanatory variables, and εit
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captures errors and potentially observable factors. ft is a p × 1 vector of time-varying

variables.

min
α,β,νi ,i=1,...,N

 T∑
t=1

N∑
i=1

(yit − β′xit −α − νi)2 +λ
N∑
i=1

(νi − ν̄)2

 (2.11)

α can be estimated by its least squares estimator, α̂ = ȳ − β′x̂− ν̄, and this fitted value can

be substituted into equation (6) to give:

min
α,β,νi ,i=1,...,N

 T∑
t=1

N∑
i=1

[yit − ȳ − β′(xit − x̄)− (νi − ν̄)]2 +λ
N∑
i=1

(νi − ν̄)2

 (2.12)

Harding et al. (2015) show in their working paper that penalized forecasting methods can

be used to make predictions using panel data. They propose that given certain regularity

conditions and assumptions, when N →∞ for fixed T and shrinkage parameter λ, the

penalized estimator β̂(λ) is consistent and asymptotically distributed.

Selection process for the tuning parameter λ

Harding et al. (2015) propose a tuning parameter selection criterion which is chosen

to minimize the average mean squared forecasting errors of predicting the individual

variables, yi,T+h:

λ∗ = argmin
λ

N−1
N∑
i=1

E[yi,T+h − ŷ∗i,T+h(λ)]2

 =
Nσ2

ε

[N δ]σ2
ν

(2.13)

N δ represents the portion of N for which νi takes on a non-zero value. The authors show
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that for N sufficiently large, the optimal value of λ which minimizes the MSFE is given by

σ2
ε

σ2
ν

. Since νi does not necessarily have to be treated as random, σ2
ε and σ2

ν can be estimated

from an initial mixed error-component model on the within-sample portion of the panel

(Goldstein, 1986). The choice of modeling in-sample consumption with a combination of

fixed and random effects is similar to work by Hsiao et al. (1989), which uses such a mixed

model to analyze the demand for electricity in Ontario, Canada.

2.4 Results

I compared the performances of the aforementioned forecasting methods for two time

periods: a relative short-term window that extends only to 2011 in order to account only

for the time before some of the clauses of the ACA were implemented, and a full-term

prediction that lasts from 2002-2016 to include the time period after 2016. For both

prediction windows, all of the proposed methods worked better than the original AHRQ

MEPS forecast; however, the feedforward neural networks appear to have the least best

performance. The comparison of prediction performance, which can be seen in Figure

2.8 and Table 1, reveals that for both the short- and full-term predictions training on

1996-2002 data, the Cluster Ridge method produces the smallest RMSE and forecasts

the closest per-capita medical expenditure levels to the realized outcomes. Meanwhile,

second-best method for the short-term predictions that do not include the long-run effects

of the ACA is the Harding et al. (2015) Penalized Forecasting technique, while for the

full-term prediction window the Cluster Lasso technique of Belloni et al. (2016) performs

nearly as well as the Cluster Ridge. The flexibility of the Cluster prediction techniques

toward non-Gaussian data distributions proposed by Belloni et al. (2016) may be the

source of this improved performance by both of these techniques compared to ANNs and

the newly proposed Penalized Forecasting method, at least in the long term.
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Table 2.1: Out-of-sample RMSE from selected networks and projection methods: Mean
expenditure per person with expense by source of payment

Projection Method RMSE2002−2011 RMSE2002−2016

Original projections 0.6457 1.7591
FNN 0.6323 1.4461
RNN 0.5725 1.2718
L1 0.4952 1.0450
L2 0.3756 0.9814
Penalized Panel Forecasting 0.4740 1.1297

Note: The RMSE was calculated for both the periods including and excluding the implementation of parts
of the ACA, some of which became effective after 2011.

In many data settings, Lasso regression highly outperforms ridge regression due to its

ability to select the most relevant predictors in a pool of many noise variables. There

exist some cases, however, where ridge regression outperform the Lasso due to the high

level of correlation among all of the predictors. In a panel data setting with over 1,000

predictors on medical history–many of which are highly correlated as they refer to a

variety of conditions, comorbidities, and their respective treatments–one can recognize a

setting in which more than a simple small fraction of variables provide strong predictive

information regarding total annual medical expenditure. In the complex setting of medical

expenditure and variety of preventative care and treatment needs that nearly all Americans

face, it is unsurprising that the optimal predictive model consists of the the sum of many

small pieces rather than a select few building blocks which may omit relevant predictive

information.

2.4.1 Future forecasts: 2017-2025

Using the above methods to make predictions on mean medical expenditure per person

with expenses by sources of payment, I compare predictions using the above techniques to

assess the implications of the rise of health care costs and population growth for the future
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Figure 2.9: Using the Cluster Ridge forecasting technique which had the lowest RMSE for both the
2002-2011 (Pre-ACA effective date) and 2002-2016 projection periods, further projections were made until
the year 2025 taking the realized expenditure levels until 2016 as given.

of public programs such as Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, and the Affordable Care

Act. In order to create this forecast, I took the realized levels of medical expenditure until

2016 as given and used the Cluster Ridge regression model (denoted as L2 in Figure 2.8

and Table 1) to predict per-capita medical expenditure levels until 2025. This projection

assumes no major changes to policies regarding health care nor shocks to the overall

health care market over the next two decades. Therefore, we assume no major repeals to

the ACA, nor any major extensions or additions of benefits (although the current federal

administration has now taken steps to limit the benefits of the ACA). I see that while

health consumption will continue to grow, this growth is not as rapid as that which would

have been predicted under the original MEPS projection technique–even accounting for

the implementation of the ACA.
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2.4.2 Factors in the Decline of the Growth Rate of Medical Expendi-

ture

The findings of these projections and the comparisons of realized expenditure levels

compared to those projected in the early 2000s are in line with a number of studies on

the slowdown in medical spending. A recent analysis by Cutler et al. (2019) using the

Medicare Current Beneficiary Survey (MCBS) from 1999 to 2012 also found a slowing in

medical expenditure for the elderly starting in 2005. The authors attribute this change not

primarily to the changes in the prices of the goods offered, but to the reduction in major

cardiovascular trauma due to the efficacy of medications which control cardiovascular

risk factors. Dunn et al. (2016) used MEPS and large insurance claims data to examine

the trends of expenditures for treating specific conditions, they found that the greatest

slowdown in medical expenditure between 2000 and 2010 occurred in the treatment

of mainly circulatory endocrine system and musculoskeletal conditions, rather than

other conditions like cancers. A growing body of recent literature has in fact attributed

this slowdown not just to the ACA, but also to post-recession recovery, the rise in high-

deductible insurance plans and a general slowdown in the diffusion of new medical

technology, which accounted for the rapid growth of medical costs in the late 1990s and

early 2000s (Chandra et al., 2013). Ryu et al. (2013) cite these factors in their prediction

that the slowing of per-capita out-of-pocket medical expenditure rates will continue and

at the very least may not accelerate at the pace that was seen in the 1990s (see Figure

2.5). A study of the National Health Expenditure data from the Centers for Medicare and

Medicaid Services by the Kaiser Family Foundation also revealed that health spending

growth has slowed, and is now more on pace with economic growth5.

5Rabah Kamal and Cynthia Cox, Kaiser Family Foundation. How has U.S. spending on healthcare changed
over time?. December 10, 2018. URL: https://www.ajmc.com/focus-of-the-week/how-us-spending-on-
healthcare-has-changed-over-time
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2.5 Conclusion

The use of accurate forecasting techniques allows us not just to predict health care costs

for the sake of financial planning and household savings, but can also be useful in better

measuring the extent to which policies like the Affordable Care Act of 2010 have been

successful in their goal of bending the cost curve of health care. While many policymakers

have proudly attributed decline in the growth of per-capita medical expenditure entirely

to the ACA, it would do the policy and social planners a disservice to inaccurately measure

and overestimate the true extent to which it has led to declines in out-of-pocket medical

expenditure. As many emerging studies have shown, contributing factors to the decelera-

tion of expenses include the slowdown of the diffusion of medical technologies as well

as the improved general health of many Americans due to medical innovation. By using

and comparing a variety of machine learning techniques, American health consumers

and providers can better gauge the future of health expenditure in order to plan for

the evolving composition in the types of medical care needed and for trends in health

expenditure.

The Medical Expenditure Panel Survey’s annual data is released approximately one year

after the conclusion of the final calendar year. The 2017 data is slowly being released to

public domain, and this new addition to the data can potentially provide a fruitful check on

the performance of the machine learning methods discussed above. The future inclusion of

an additional year of data will add greater power to the prediction model discussed in this

study. It will also be useful to supplement these forecasts with predictions for age-makeup

and CDC disease progressions in order to predict the out-of-pocket medical costs for

households in the years to come–particularly for the graying American population. It can

be useful to give predictions for how much individuals within specific birth-year brackets

should expect to spend in health care costs within the next ten-to-twenty years, which

would assist households in their long-term financial planning and savings.
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The focus of machine learning tools within econometrics–particularly for longitudinal-

type data–are slowly beginning to flourish. Newer tools like the Factor-Lasso of Hansen

and Liao (2016) among others should also be explored in order to analyze the benefits of

such innovations toward real-world data and applications. Given the relevance of health

care subsidization, medical debt, and mandatory insurance coverage in current political

and economic discourse, the use of machine learning for accurate predictions and forecasts

of health expenditure can allow policymakers to better assess the types of legislation

and health care provisions needed to best cater to a rapidly growing and aging American

society.
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Chapter 3

The Doctor Will Finally See You Now:

Evaluating the Effect of Medi-Cal

Expansion on Health Care Access in

Non-Elderly California Adults

3.1 Introduction

Delays in medical care due to financial or time constraints can have deadly consequences.

Postponements are often attributed to those with lower socioeconomic positions, particu-

larly individuals who are poor, uninsured, or without a regular physician. In turn, these

cost-related lags in care are associated with longer hospitalizations and more negative

health outcomes (Weissman et al., 1991). Lengthier delays for receiving primary care are

key contributing factors of elevated emergency department (ED) overcrowding, impos-

ing negative externalities on the health care system as a whole (Hearld and Alexander,
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2012). In the United States, the proportion of Americans who delayed or forwent medical

treatment due to financial concerns rose from 1 in 7 in 2003 to 1 in 5 by 2007, an increase

from 36 million to 59 million people (Cunningham and Felland, 2008). In turn, these

increases in delays have been associated with lower self-reported quality of life and health

outcomes, controlling for demographic and socioeconomic factors as well as baseline

health conditions (Chen et al., 2011).

Gaps in health accessibility due to financial concerns, particularly for patients with pre-

existing conditions who were not receiving coverage from insurance providers, prompted

the Obama administration to enact the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA,

or Obamacare) in March 2010. This multi-stage landmark reform of the American health

care system contains provisions intended to extend insurance coverage and benefits to

millions of uninsured individuals. The law included an individual mandate requiring

all Americans to have some type of health insurance coverage or face significant tax

penalties, and it also allowed children to remain as dependents on their parents’ insurance

plans until age 26. While some portions of the law went into effect within months of the

ACA’s enactment in 2010, the majority of the provisions went into effect on January 1,

2014. Among these provisions were the expansion of Medicaid (operated by the states

under Federal guidelines), the opening of the health insurance exchange market, and the

complete ban on denied or pricier coverage for all individuals with pre-existing conditions.

A Supreme Court ruling in 2012 allowed states to opt out of Medicaid expansion, therefore

only 32 states and the District of Columbia increased access to their Medicaid programs in

2014 (Obama, 2016).

National-level data shows that the Affordable Care Act, particularly Medicaid expansion,

led to a significant decline in the number and rate of uninsured Americans (See Figure 3.1).

Prior to this law, the number of insured non-elderly Americans between 2008 to 2010 rose

from 17.1% to 17.8%–partly due to the economic downturn of that period caused by the
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Figure 3.1: Number and rate of uninsured non-elderly people in America from 2008-2018. The
rate of uninsured Americans dropped significantly after Medicaid expansion in 2014. Source:
Kaiser Family Foundation analysis of 2008-2018 American Community Survey (ACS). 1-Year
estimates (Tolbert et al., 2019)

Great Recession. By 2013, that rate had reduced to 16.8%, due both to economic recovery

as well as the earlier implementation of some of the ACA’s provisions (Garfield et al., 2019).

As a result of the Affordable Care Act, the number of uninsured Americans dropped

by over 20 million by 2016. In the first two quarters of 2014, uninsured hospital stays

decreased dramatically, while Medicaid-covered stayed spiked, in states that expanded

Medicaid (Nikpay et al., 2016). However, these improvements are mostly noticeable in

states that participated in Medicaid expansion. Differences in Medicaid access by states

also translates to disparities in health care access, especially because of the diversity in the

residents’ ethnic and cultural compositions across states.

The ACA and Medicaid expansion have helped some demographic segments more than

others to attain health insurance; this differential also translates to significant improve-

ments in health care access for key sub-populations within the country. Approximately

87% of those who gained coverage between 2010 to 2015 did not have college degrees, 6.2

million who identified as non-Hispanic white, and 7.9 million who identified as nonwhite
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Hispanic (Garrett and Gangopadhyaya, 2016). Alcalá et al. (2017) examined the National

Health Interview Survey (NHIS) from 2011 to 2015 to determine whether the odds of

being insured changed for Latinos in the United States after the implementation of the

ACA. The authors found that while modest improvements were made to health care access

and utilization due to higher insurance coverage, the greatest improvements in insurance

coverage occurred for individuals of Puerto Rican descent. They partly attributed the

limited success of the ACA for Latino Americans on the refusal of several states with

high relevant populations to expand Medicaid coverage. While existing literature has

confirmed the presence of cultural differences in the acceptance and trust of the health

care system, it is important to address the gaps in coverage and support for key segments

of the American population.

Several studies have examined the effects of Medicaid expansion on health outcomes,

medical expenses, and delays in seeking care. Clark et al. (2016) used 2012 Behavioral

Risk Factor Surveillance System survey data to examine the extent to which household

income levels and Medicaid expansion status for each state were associated with individual-

level racial and ethnic disparities in delayed or foregone medical care due to financial

concerns, prior to the implementation of the ACA. They found that income was a significant

determinant in delayed care, particularly in states without plans for Medicaid expansion

in 2014. They also found that differences between non-Hispanic whites and non-Hispanic

blacks in delayed or foregone care were lowest in states with plans for Medicaid expansion;

however, disparities in timing of care did not differ by state between non-Hispanic whites

and Hispanics, regardless of expansion plans. The Oregon health insurance experiment

in 2008 randomly chose 29,835 out of 90,000 low-income adult applicants to sign up

for Medicaid, 30% of whom successfully enrolled. These adults in the treatment group

were found to have significantly higher health care utilization, lower medical debt and

out-of-pocket expenditure, and improved self-reported health ratings compared to those

who were not chosen within the first year of the experiment (Finkelstein et al., 2012). A
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comparison of New York, Maine, and Arizona–three states that individually expanded

Medicaid between 2000 and 2005–with neighboring states that did not participate in

pre-ACA Medicaid expansion reveals that all-cause mortality declined significantly by

6.1% for non-elderly adults in those three locations. Rates of delayed care due to cost

also decreased by 21.3% in these states that moved toward expansion well before the

Affordable Care Act (Sommers et al., 2012).

The ACA mandated that Medicaid eligibility be expanded from 0-64% of the Federal

Poverty Level (FPL) to a 133% threshold as determined by the Modified Adjusted Gross

Income (MAGI) (leading to an effective 138% threshold). The law also ensured that adults

without children who made effectively less than 138% of FPL would now be eligible

for Medicaid benefits as well. In the 48 contiguous states, FPL was $11,490 for a single

person in 2013, and increased by an additional $4,020 for each additional household

member1; in 2014, this threshold was $11,670 with an additional allowance of $4,060

per household member2. The summary of eligibility thresholds for the state of California

before and after 2014 can be summarized in Table 3.1. Pourat et al. (2011) analyzed

the 2009 California Health Interview Survey (CHIS) and estimated that approximately

2.13 million non-elderly Californians were newly eligible for Medi-Cal under the ACA.

They found that the newly eligible population was predominantly single, working-age,

and employed, with similar rates of chronic diseases to their counterparts who were

already enrolled in Medi-Cal–albeit with more limited access to care. The ACA led to a

16% decrease in the number of uninsured Californians from 2013 to 2014, largely due

to the expansion of Medi-Cal to previously unqualified individuals as well as through

federal subsidies for private insurance plans through the insurance exchange markets

(Charles et al., 2017). Between 2010 to 2015, California saw a 53.4 percent reduction in

1U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and
Evaluation: 2013 Poverty Guidelines. https://aspe.hhs.gov/2013-poverty-guidelines

2U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and
Evaluation: 2014 Poverty Guidelines. https://aspe.hhs.gov/2014-poverty-guidelines
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uninsured individuals–one of the most dramatic reductions among all states (Garrett and

Gangopadhyaya, 2016). Barakat et al. (2017) compared hospital usage between California

and Florida, a state that did not expand Medicaid, and observed a significant increase in

ED and inpatient visits by California Medicaid patients without a significant change in

overall hospitalizations and diagnoses between the states. California hospitals also saw a

25% decrease in self-paid stays and ED visits, compared to a 5.1% to 5.4% drop in Florida.

These studies suggest that the rise in Medicaid patient visits and the concurrent drop in

self-paid stays may be associated with a reduction in delays for receiving health care, as

fewer Californians feel inhibited from visiting providers due to cost factors.

This study utilizes a more recent development of the popular difference-in-differences (DD)

model in economics and data science. Rather than following a traditional experimental

and control group setting, this paper uses a difference-in-differences in reverse (DDR)

model, as outlined formally by Kim and Lee (2019), and previously used by Chemin and

Wasmer (2009) and Kotchen and Grant (2011). Rossi and Villar (2020) also utilize the

DDR method to address whether malaria prevents Senegalese parents from investing in

their children’s health. This analysis contributes to a growing field in public health and

medicine which analyzes the effects of the ACA on the rates of delayed or foregone medical

care. This is also the first study to take advantage of CHIS data to assess the effects of

Medicaid expansion on health care access in California, the most populous state in the

United States.

3.2 Data

The data for this analysis comes from the 2013 and 2014 iterations of the California Health

Interview Survey (CHIS), an annual survey of non-institutionalized Californians (UCLA,

2013, 2014). Assessment of trends in delayed or foregone care also includes CHIS data from
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Categorical group
CA Medi-Cal threshold
pre-expansion, 2013 †

CA Medi-Cal threshold
under ACA, 2014 ∗

Parents 106% FPL 138% FPL
Pregnant women 300% FPR 322% FPL

Childless adults
0% FPR
(covered only through waivers)

138% FPL

Table 3.1: Medi-Cal income eligibility thresholds before and after the ACA Medicaid
expansion in 2014 for non-elderly, non-disabled adults. FPL for each year depends on
family size.
Sources:
†Kaiser Family Foundation: The California Health Care Landscape (2009), California Health Care Foundation;
∗Medi-Cal Expansion: Covering More Californians (2019), California Department of Health Care Services

2012 to 2018. CHIS is a population-based telephone survey conducted every year since

2011. It is sponsored by the UCLA Center for Health Policy Research with the California

Department of Public Health, the Department of Health Care Services, the California

Department of Mental Health, First 5 California, The California Endowment, the National

Cancer Institute, and Kaiser Permanente. The survey is conducted for children (ages

0-11), adolescents (ages 12-17), and adults (age 18 and over); it contains a wide range of

information regarding health status and conditions, health-related and dietary behavior,

insurance coverage, access to health care services, demographics, and several other issues.

Many of the questions on the survey have remained similar in depth and scope throughout

its duration, but there are year-to-year differences in questions and multiple-choice options

available for answers. Some survey results are not provided in the public data set in their

original format, but as re-coded variables. For example, survey respondents give their age

at the time of questioning, which is then provided as an age category in the public data.

The CHIS sample is designed to be reflective of the geographic and demographic makeup

of the state’s residents. It uses a multi-stage sample design using a random-digit-dial

(RDDD) sample assigned to both landline and cellular numbers to account for the dimin-

ishing number of residents in the state who use the former as their primary method of

telecommunication. The RDDD sample design renders the single year files of CHIS to

be repeated cross-section data sets. In CHIS 2013-2014, approximately 19.3% of adult
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interviews were conducted via cellular phone, and the remaining through landline com-

munication. The multi-stage design of CHIS intends to meet two criteria: first, to produce

samples for the state’s counties proportionate to their population and geographic size; and

second, to produce estimates for California’s population which reflects its racial and ethnic

subgroups. The survey over-samples some counties to account for non-response trends,

population size, as well as to provide greater data to counties who request it–namely San

Diego County.

The 2013-2014 sample design also slightly over-samples Japanese-Americans. The in-

terviews are offered in English, Spanish, Chinese (Cantonese and Mandarin), Tagalog,

Korean, and Vietnamese; therefore Californians of immigrant backgrounds are provided

a greater likelihood of being proportionately represented. This analysis focuses on the

comparison of health utilization for non-elderly individuals who qualified for Medi-Cal

before and after the expansion of the program through the ACA. Age is self-reported in

the survey–however, it is bottom-coded for age categories: an entry for ages 18-25 is coded

as 18, for 26-29 as 26, for 30-34 as 30, for 35-39 as 35, and continues in 5 year increments

until ages 85+ are bottom-coded as 85. Since this study aims to examine the effect of

Medi-Cal expansion on non-elderly Californians, all survey respondents over age 65 were

dropped from consideration. Income is mostly rounded to the nearest 1,000. A small

number of observations were dropped from the sample where individuals were reported to

have earned above the 99.5th percentile in annual income, leading the pre-eligible group

to lose 25 observations in which respondents were earning above $132,000.

The baseline characteristics of the two groups under consideration, those who were already

eligible for Medi-Cal and those who later became eligible through the ACA, are listed in

Table 3.2. A majority of respondents are women, while more men belong to the newly-

eligible group than to the pre-eligible group. Those in the newly-eligible population

are slightly younger, are more likely to be married but less likely to have children, and
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earn less than the pre-eligible group. The newly-eligible group earned less in 2013 than

those in the control group; this may be attributed to the fact that many income-earning

parents with children could previously apply to Medi-Cal through programs like Healthy

Families. The pre-eligible individuals had much higher self-reported rates of receiving

Social Security income compared to their newly-eligible counterparts. Since Social Security

recipients were much more likely to be eligible for Medi-Cal due to family size or disability

status, this finding is to be expected. The two groups had similar racial backgrounds;

however, the newly eligible group contained more Hispanic individuals and fewer of

African-American heritage. The pre- and newly-eligible groups had similar self-reported

rates of common chronic conditions; however, the new group exhibited slightly lower

rates of diabetes and asthma. Overall, these summary findings corroborate the predictions

of Pourat et al. (2011), which found the two cohorts to be relatively similar in health

conditions while the new group would contain more men.

The outcome of focus is whether the interviewee answers ”yes” to having foregone or

delayed medication or medical care that they felt was needed. This paper aims to examine

the pre-treatment effects of Medi-Cal expansion on those who later became eligible for

coverage under the ACA. Therefore, the samples are restricted to those individuals who

were eligible for Medi-Cal in 2013, or who would be eligible in the next year. For 2014, the

data is limited to all adult individuals who were eligible for Medi-Cal under the expansion

of the ACA, which includes those who received Medi-Cal prior to the January 1, 2014.

The sample does not include single individuals who were technically eligible by income

standards but who had private insurance for the entire duration of the prior year due to

resources like spousal or work-provided, as they are likely to downward bias the estimates

of the propensity to delay or forgo medical care for individuals without insurance.

CHIS data does contain some limitations, as it particularly lacks specific information

on dental benefits as well as delayed or foregone dental care. California is one of the
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Full Sample Pre-Eligible Newly-Eligible
(1) (2) (3)

Baseline characteristics in 2013
Male 0.39 0.37 0.43
Age 40.86 41.69 39.35
Married 0.30 0.27 0.35
Has children 0.39 0.41 0.35
US born 0.61 0.68 0.48
Annual household income (US $) 20,181.31 22,226.55 16,412.75
Social Security recipient 0.19 0.29 0.02
White 0.59 0.59 0.58
African-American 0.09 0.12 0.05
Hispanic 0.48 0.44 0.55
Asian 0.07 0.06 0.09
American Indian 0.06 0.07 0.03
Other 0.23 0.20 0.27
Rural 0.18 0.19 0.17
Heart disease 0.07 0.09 0.03
Hypertension 0.05 0.06 0.05
Diabetes 0.18 0.21 0.12
Asthma 0.17 0.21 0.11
Overweight or obese 0.68 0.70 0.64
# of respondents in 2013 2, 709 1, 756 953
# of respondents in 2014 2, 452 1, 618 834

Table 3.2: Baseline summary statistics of demographics and chronic health conditions for
the pooled data, the pre-eligible group, and the newly-eligible group

only states in the United States that provides dental services to Medicaid recipients,

although this benefit is highly limited due to state budgetary restrictions. As all Medi-Cal

recipients are covered for limited dental care under Denti-Cal, the examination of Medi-

Cal expansion on changes in oral health seeking behavior may provide a fruitful closer

analysis for a specific sector of health care. Although some respondents may have included

delayed dental care in their response to whether they delayed or forwent medical care or

medicine, the lack of clarity regarding this question could potentially lead to a downward

bias in estimated delays for both the treatment and control groups under consideration.
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3.3 Empirical Strategy

The key estimating model follows a standard difference-in-differences (DD) structural

format, albeit with relatively novel changes in assumptions and in the interpretation of the

coefficient on the interacted term. Since the control group (individuals who have always

been covered under Medi-Cal) is always treated, this model follows a reverse difference-

in-differences (DDR) model. This method, which has recently been formally outlined

by Kim and Lee (2019), follows the same estimation procedure as the traditional DD

model. However, while the standard DD model estimates post-treatment-period effects,

the DDR model can also estimate the pre-treatment-period effects. Just as DD can work

with both panel and repeated cross-section data, DDR can do the same. Therefore, the data

characteristics of CHIS will not inherently violate the standard DD or DDR assumptions.

This simple variation of the standard DD model has been used in several other studies.

Chemin and Wasmer (2009) used the model to examine the effects of a 2001 nation-wide

work-hour reduction law in France, which did not get implemented in the Alsace-Moselle

region until 2003. DDR was also used by Kotchen and Grant (2011) to assess the effects

of daylight savings time changes in Indiana on residential electricity consumption. In

this version of DD, the ”control group” is always treated, compared to the traditional

model where they are not treated; this group will from here on be called the treated group,

to parallel the terminology of Kim and Lee (2019), or the pre-eligible group. The group

who was ineligible for Medi-Cal in 2013 but received eligibility in the 2014 is known as

the switch group, or the newly-eligible group. The outcome variable is a binary variable

representing whether the respondent has delayed or foregone medical care or prescription
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purchases for financial reasons in the previous 12 months:

P r(Delayi = 1) = βtI[t = 2014] + βNENewEligi+

βd(1−NewEligi +NewEligi · I[t = 2014]) +W′itβW + εi (3.1)

Where βt is the time varying intercept. βNE is the effect of being in the switch group,

and βd is the effect of being switched into Medi-Cal on the newly-eligible group. As Kim

and Lee (2019) shows, this model can be evaluated using the standard DD regression

format, albeit with slight differences in the interpretation of βd . Equation (3.1) can also be

estimated as:

P r(Delayi = 1) = β0+βtI[t = 2014]+βqNewEligi+βNE(NewEligi ·I[t = 2014])+W′itβW +εi

(3.2)

Wit is a vector of interviewee characteristics. It includes including gender; household size;

whether they receive social security income; and health status as determined by the past

diagnosis of chronic diseases including asthma, diabetes, hypertension, and heart disease.

Self-reported health scores are not included, as studies like Finkelstein et al. (2012) have

demonstrated that access to insurance is a direct determinant of physical and mental

health. Also included in the demographic factors include ethnic background, as well as an

indicator for whether the interviewee was born in the United States. This inclusion helps

to capture socioeconomic and cultural differences in thresholds for matters of medical

urgency. In order to capture the interactions between new eligibility, demographics, and

health factors, the most saturated regression model includes interacted terms between

the indicator for new eligibility with dummy variables for gender, having children, ethnic

background, and chronic diseases.
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The treatment effect is estimated by the coefficient of the interaction between new eligibil-

ity status and the indicator for time, as in the traditional DD model. The linear probability

model (LPM) is not a popular or particularly useful choice for standard regression models

with binary outcomes due to its ability to predict likelihoods outside the bounds of 0 and

1. However, DD models provide one of the rare justified uses of this elementary model,

particularly because the outcome of interest is not the individual-level effect, but rather

the pre- or post-treatment effects of intervention on a segment of the population as an

average. Moreover, the ability of LPM to over- or under-predict is mainly a concern with

continuous variables. In the case of DD or DDR, which requires the use of dummies for

time and treatment, the model only predicts mean differences and therefore provides no

opportunity for predictions outside the [0, 1] range. Similar uses of DD models with binary

outcomes can be seen in Falck et al. (2010), Ionescu-Ittu et al. (2015), and McKinnon et al.

(2015).

Pourat et al. (2011) discussed how Californians newly eligible for Medi-Cal after the ACA

had similar rates of chronic diseases compared to their counterparts who have always had

coverage. Table 3.2 shows that this mostly holds for heart disease and hypertension in

2013-2014 data; however, the newly eligible group had lower rates of diabetes and asthma.

To confirm the hypothesis of parallel trends in medical expenditure, the average rate of

delayed or foregone care is examined before and particularly after expansion of Medi-Cal

(see Figure 3.2). The goal of the estimating procedure is to assess the extent to which the

ACA expansion affected the proportion of individuals who delayed or forwent medical

care in the previous 12 months in the newly eligible group.
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Figure 3.2: Rates of delayed or foregone care for California residents who were pre-eligible and
those who are newly-eligible for Medi-Cal under ACA

3.4 Results

Prior to the analysis of DDR results, trends in delayed or foregone medical care among

the previously-eligible and newly-eligible groups are assessed in order to visually confirm

the presence of parallel trends. CHIS data from 2012 to 2018 is used to calculate the

rate of delayed or foregone care, using an average-based approach without covariates

to capture differences in the trends of health-seeking behavior among the two groups

of interest. Figure 3.2 reveals a noticeable drop in delayed or foregone care upon ACA

expansion; which continues until 2018, the last year of available data. The rate of delayed

care generally follows a similar direction for both the pre-eligible and newly-eligible

groups before and after the expansion, with the slight exception of 2015. In this year,

the rate of delayed care slightly decreased for these the newly-eligible individuals, while

slightly increasing for the pre-eligible group. After 2016, there appears to be a reduction

in the difference of delayed or foregone care between the two groups of interest.

Average-based regression analysis without covariates shows that the post-switch treatment
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effect of receiving Medi-Cal upon policy expansion is approximately a 6.02 percentage

point drop in delayed or foregone medical care. Examining the post-switch-period effect

on the switched for the models with covariates yields statistically significant results in

a similar direction yet much higher magnitude. Table 3.3 reveals a general agreement

among models with covariates, with all three models showing a DDR effect of -9.27 to

-9.87 percentage point reduction in delayed or foregone care. The analyses also reveal

several notable demographic and chronic health factors that are associated with the delay

or forgoing of care.

Male subjects were less likely to delay medical care, which mirrors several studies in

medicine and public health which examine women’s propensities to delay care in the face

of suspected illness. However, becoming newly eligible did not affect men’s propensity

to delay or forgo care. Contributing factors to women’s higher proportion of delays

include competing caregiver responsibilities, as well as mistrust in the competency of

existing medical infrastructure (Turris and Finamore, 2008). For certain conditions, like

cardiovascular episodes, women have been shown to delay seeking care due to fear of

embarrassment in situations of false alarms, as well as not believing that their situation

warrants immediate care (Finnegan Jr et al., 2000). Being married with children was

associated with a slightly significant 4 percentage point reduction in the likelihood to

delay in model (2), but models (3) and (4) do not reveal this effect to be significant.

Generally, marriage and/or children were not associated with altered propensities to delay

in a significant manner. Moreover, having children while becoming newly eligible was not

associated with a changed propensity to delay, as seen with the interaction term on Has

children · Newly Eligible in model (4). Generally, household type did not appear to have

a large influence on the decision to delay care in the population of Californians already

eligible or soon to be eligible for Medicaid coverage.

The analyses did not reveal a significant relationship between delays in medical care due
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to costs and annual income. This is most-likely due to the limitation of the sample only to

lower-income Californians, who either already received Medi-Cal in 2013 or who made

below the 138% threshold in either year to be a part of the sample in consideration. Since

all subjects meet the low-income requirement or have a disability or family structure

which qualifies them for assistance, there exists limited variation in annual wages to allow

significant income-related factors to appear in the propensity to delay or forgo medical

care.

African-American, Asian, and Hispanic respondents all demonstrated lower rates in de-

layed or foregone medical care in comparison to their white counterparts. California

residents of Asian descent showed a much lower propensity to delay or forgo medical care

in comparison to African-Americans and Hispanics. Studies like Callahan et al. (2006)

have found differing rates of health access and delay among Hispanic-Americans of vari-

ous backgrounds; while some Mexican-American and Central-American individuals are

equally or more likely than white Americans to delay or forgo care, Mexican-American

young adults with Mexican citizenship are actually less likely to delay care due to financial

concerns. While CHIS data does have indicators for Hispanic identification and US citi-

zenship, it unfortunately does not provide specific information regarding the respondent’s

country of origin, or specific racial identity. However, the adjacency of California to

Mexico may indicate that many of the young Hispanic respondents in the adult CHIS

survey may indeed share this ethnic identity. The results in Table 3.3 show that US-born

individuals were much more likely to delay or forgo medical care. This may reveal cultural

nuances related to trust in medical institutions as well as feelings of urgency toward

various ailments.

The only chronic conditions associated with delayed medical care were asthma and di-

abetes, where asthmatic and diabetic subjects in Models (3) and (4) were slightly more

likely to delay care. Individuals who had been diagnosed with asthma in the past had an
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11.68 to 11.88 percentage point of having delayed or forgone medical care in the past 12

months. Existing investigations in medicine reveal that some reasons cited for delayed

care for acute asthmatic patients include economic factors, fear, and desires to ”tough out”

symptoms (Janson and Becker, 1998). The high financial burden of treating diabetes has

also been cited in public health data as a driving cause for non-adherence to treatment

plans and follow-up visits among adults (Bernard et al., 2006). Receiving eligibility in

2014 did not significantly alter the propensity of individuals with asthma, hypertension,

diabetes, or heart disease to delay or forgo medical care.

3.5 Conclusion

Delayed or foregone medical care due to cost factors or lack of insurance coverage can

have deadly consequences. Prior to the expansion of Medicaid in 2014 under the Patient

Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010, millions of Americans remained uninsured.

Most of these individuals could not afford or access private insurance, yet they were

ineligible for Medicaid because they had a non-zero income and/or did not have children

or disabilities. Analyses of earlier Medicaid expansions in other states revealed a significant

reduction in delayed or foregone care for participating states, and this study reveals similar

results for the state of California.

Difference-in-differences in reverse analysis reveals a significant negative post-switch

treatment effect on the switched in the range of 9.27 to 9.87 percentage points. A saturated

analysis does not reveal any significant interactions between demographic or health factors

and receiving eligibility that further affect the propensity to delay or forgo medical care

or medication. The ACA therefore succeeded in making health care more accessible for

previously-uninsured low-income Californians who were ineligible for Medi-Cal due to

their income, disability, or family type. Opponents of Medicaid expansion have sought to
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Table 3.3: DDR Estimates for Medi-Cal Expansion
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Delayed/Foregone Delayed/Foregone Delayed/Foregone Delayed/Foregone
I[t = 2014] 0.015 0.017 0.010 0.011

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
Newly eligible 0.031 0.079∗∗∗ 0.090∗∗∗ 0.113∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.03)
Newly eligible ·I[t = 2014] -0.060∗ -0.097∗∗∗ -0.093∗∗∗ -0.099∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
Male -0.077∗∗∗ -0.069∗∗∗ -0.063∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.02)
Household type

Married, no kids 0.004 0.001 0.000
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Married with kids -0.040∗ -0.036 -0.035
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Single with kids 0.018 0.021 0.022
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

African American -0.089∗∗∗ -0.099∗∗∗ -0.091∗∗
(0.02) (0.02) (0.03)

American Indian 0.028 0.009 0.026
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Asian -0.116∗∗∗ -0.113∗∗∗ -0.109∗∗∗
(0.02) (0.02) (0.03)

Hispanic -0.079∗∗∗ -0.082∗∗∗ -0.080∗∗∗
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Other ethnicity 0.009 0.010 0.027
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

US born 0.128∗∗∗ 0.113∗∗∗ 0.112∗∗∗
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Age group

26-29 years 0.117∗∗∗ 0.115∗∗∗ 0.114∗∗∗
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

30-34 years 0.111∗∗∗ 0.102∗∗∗ 0.101∗∗∗
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

35-39 years 0.164∗∗∗ 0.154∗∗∗ 0.154∗∗∗
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

40-44 years 0.166∗∗∗ 0.157∗∗∗ 0.155∗∗∗
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

45-49 years 0.171∗∗∗ 0.155∗∗∗ 0.155∗∗∗
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

50-54 years 0.186∗∗∗ 0.167∗∗∗ 0.167∗∗∗
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

55-59 years 0.165∗∗∗ 0.139∗∗∗ 0.138∗∗∗
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

60-64 years 0.134∗∗∗ 0.110∗∗∗ 0.109∗∗∗
(0.02) (0.02) (0.03)

SSI recipient 0.011 -0.007 -0.003
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Total annual household income -0.000 -0.000 -0.000
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Asthma 0.119∗∗∗ 0.117∗∗∗
(0.02) (0.02)

Hypertension 0.015 0.020
(0.03) (0.03)

Diabetes 0.068∗∗∗ 0.057∗∗
(0.02) (0.02)

Heart disease 0.057∗ 0.056∗
(0.03) (0.03)

Male · Newly eligible -0.015
(0.03)

Has children · Newly eligible -0.005
(0.03)

Black · Newly eligible -0.022
(0.06)

American Indian · Newly eligible -0.057
(0.07)

Asian · Newly eligible -0.016
(0.04)

Hispanic · Newly eligible -0.008
(0.03)

Other ethnicity · Newly eligible -0.047
(0.04)

Asthma · Newly eligible 0.012
(0.04)

Hypertension · Newly eligible -0.023
(0.06)

Diabetes · Newly eligible 0.045
(0.04)

Heart disease · Newly eligible 0.011
(0.07)

Constant 0.289∗∗∗ 0.156∗∗∗ 0.139∗∗∗ 0.132∗∗∗
(0.01) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Observations 5161 5161 5161 5161
Adjusted R2 0.000 0.066 0.081 0.080
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Standard errors in parentheses
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repeal its benefits for the sake of reducing tax burdens and government expenditure. The

federal administration under President Donald Trump has actively worked to revoke many

segments of the Affordable Care Act since 2017, including the expansion of Medicaid.

The analysis in this chapter suggests that such a reversal of policy could potentially

lead to harmful outcomes, which includes higher delays in seeking necessary health

care for millions of Americans. This not only harm the health and life-expectancy of

those who choose to delay or forgo care, but it also contributes to emergency department

overcrowding and inefficient medical resource allocation for the general US population

and health care system.

This study adds to a growing field of literature in health economics and public health

which examines changes in health-seeking behavior associated with the redesign of the

American health care system under the ACA. It is the first study of its kind to use the

California Health Interview Survey to determine the presence and size of this effect in

the most populous state of the United States. While health care utilization by Medicaid

users increased significantly in California, several states experienced longer wait-times

for appointments as hospitals and health networks saw a jump in demand from patients

covered by insurance (Candon et al., 2017). Further research is needed to assess the

effects of the interactions of increased health care demand caused by the ACA along

with the improved perceptions of health care access on decisions to delay for low-income

Americans.
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Table A.1: OLS Fixed Effects Demand Estimates
Preferences for nutrient contents and claims

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Cereals Grain/Dairy Sweet Snacks Salty Snacks Soda Diet Drinks Sport/Energy/ Fruit (fresh/ Vegetables (fresh/

Desserts Caffeine Beverages dried/canned) dried/canned)
Calories (0.01 kcal) 7.99∗∗∗ 0.65∗∗∗ 5.20∗∗∗ 8.82∗∗∗ 7.04∗∗∗ -38.49∗∗∗ 12.62∗∗∗ 14.92∗∗∗ 6.32∗∗∗

(0.22) (0.17) (0.14) (0.10) (0.59) (10.13) (3.75) (0.48) (0.09)

Sugars (10 mg) -3.43∗ 48.12∗∗∗ 3.39∗∗∗ 10.86∗∗∗ 4.91 137.6∗∗∗ -11.47 -14.31∗∗∗ 65.23∗∗∗

(1.55) (1.16) (0.74) (1.46) (2.93) (39.53) (14.21) (1.98) (1.33)

Saturated fat (10 mg) -37.09∗∗∗ 97.15∗∗∗ -2.35 -152.00∗∗∗ -43.05 181.80 72.46∗∗∗ -233.60∗∗∗ 8.79
(8.36) (3.96) (2.07) (3.78) (73.24) (132.2) (19.09) (9.81) (7.01)

Sodium (0.001 mg) 25.40∗∗∗ 4.05∗∗∗ -18.45∗∗∗ 2.09∗∗∗ 3.97 329.50∗∗∗ 30.81∗∗∗ 17.25∗ 5.46∗∗∗

(0.94) (0.91) (0.72) (0.33) (10.57) (7.55) (4.75) (6.70) (0.19)

% of items with -30.62∗∗∗ 9.60∗∗∗ 4.99∗∗∗ 13.01∗∗∗ 2.99 0.27 7.67∗∗∗ 5.98∗∗∗ 15.73∗∗∗

low calorie claim (8.72) (0.20) (0.88) (1.00) (3.25) (0.40) (0.79) (0.33) (1.07)

% of items with 0.24 7.99∗∗∗ 15.10∗∗∗ 8.79∗∗ 3.81∗∗ 1.93∗∗∗ 1.44∗∗ 2.94∗∗∗ -11.25∗∗∗

low sugar claim (0.62) (0.32) (0.54) (3.07) (1.16) (0.48) (0.51) (0.19) (1.36)

% of items with 1.11∗ - - 8.71∗∗∗ - - - 19.53∗∗∗ -11.34∗∗∗

low saturated fat claim (0.52) (.) (.) (0.32) (.) (.) (.) (5.27) (1.07)

% of items with 6.44∗∗∗ -4.41∗∗∗ 16.23∗∗∗ 6.46∗∗∗ -1.84 -9.04∗∗∗ 9.29∗∗ -3.73∗∗∗ 0.97∗

low sodium claim (1.19) (1.30) (2.41) (0.49) (2.07) (1.62) (3.44) (0.47) (0.40)
N 708,648 485,315 697,790 796,570 482,726 163,686 143,930 438,865 654,627

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Note: None of the observations for food groups 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 contained claims for low saturated fat
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Table A.2: Quantile IV Fixed Effects Demand Estimates: Preferences for nutrient contents
and claims in cereal products

τ Mean Regression0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.9
Calories 9.79*** 10.05*** 12.76*** 14.53*** 17.45*** 13.95***
(0.01 kcal) (0.01) (0.04) (0.01) (0.12) (0.63) (0.18)
Sugars 1.15*** -5.05*** -8.27*** -15.78*** -16.70*** -9.00***
(10 mg) (0.31) (0.12) (0.05) (0.58) (0.68) (0.20)
Saturated fat -22.75*** -21.38*** -9.82*** 13.94*** 20.30*** -6.77***
(10 mg) (0.58) (0.48) (0.13) (0.64) (1.13) (0.17)
Sodium 1.29*** 1.50*** 1.57*** 2.07*** 4.13*** 1.40***
(0.001 mg) (0.12) (0.43) (0.01) (0.38) (0.29) (0.10)
% of items with -0.35*** -0.91** -1.13 -1.12 -0.77*** -0.63
low calorie claim (0.06) (0.28) (0.60) (1.04) (0.01) (0.39)
% of items with 0.02 0.07* 0.21*** 1.42* 2.19*** 0.15***
low sugar claim (0.05) (0.03) (0.02) (0.67) (0.06) (0.03)
% of items with 0.17*** -0.34** 0.08*** 0.04 0.29** 0.05***
low fat claim (0.02) (0.11) (0.01) (0.17) (0.09) (0.01)
% of items with -1.07*** -0.53* 0.02* 0.1 1.81*** 0.03*
low sodium claim (0.15) (0.26) (0.01) (0.07) (0.16) (0.02)
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table A.3: Quantile IV Fixed Effects Demand Estimates: Preferences for nutrient contents
and claims in grain/dairy dessert products

τ Mean Regression0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.9
Calories 6.75*** 6.98*** 7.29*** 7.91*** 8.94*** 7.62***
(0.01 kcal) (1.20) (0.30) (0.19) (1.49) (0.11) (0.20)
Sugars 0.81 0.62*** 0.49*** 0.42* 0.37*** 0.46**
(10 mg) (0.43) (0.11) (0.10) (0.19) (0.08) (0.15)
Saturated fat 0.66*** 0.61*** 0.61*** 0.69*** 0.80*** 0.68***
(10 mg) (0.09) (0.00) (0.06) (0.09) (0.18) (0.09)
Sodium 3.46*** 5.62*** 5.69*** 5.93*** 7.84*** 5.53***
(0.001 mg) (0.80) (0.08) (0.06) (0.23) (0.16) (0.17)
% of items with 0.48*** 0.37*** 0.35*** 0.89*** 1.43*** 0.38***
low calorie claim (0.02) (0.01) (0.00) (0.03) (0.01) (0.01)
% of items with 0.14*** 0.15*** 0.17*** 0.17*** 0.21 0.16***
low sugar claim (0.01) (0.07) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01)
% of items with - - - - - -
low fat claim (.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.)
% of items with -0.22*** -0.22*** -0.09** -0.03 -0.02 -0.03
low sodium claim (0.01) (0.01) (0.04) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02)
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table A.4: Quantile IV Fixed Effects Demand Estimates: Preferences for nutrient contents
and claims in sweet snacks

τ
Mean Regression

0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.9
Calories 5.39*** 5.01*** 4.96*** 3.91*** 3.86*** 4.83***
(0.01 kcal) (0.12) (0.09) (0.13) (0.16) (0.17) (0.11)
Sugars 0.45*** 0.40*** 0.35*** 0.27* 0.27 0.37***
(10 mg) (0.13) (0.02) (0.05) (0.11) (0.06) (0.07)
Saturated fat 0.76*** 0.64*** 0.56*** 0.65*** 0.79*** 0.70***
(10 mg) (0.04) (0.01) (0.03) (0.04) (0.07) (0.04)
Sodium -4.98*** -5.07*** -5.25*** -5.30*** -5.60*** -5.29***
(0.001 mg) -0.12 -0.05 -0.08 -0.08 -0.13 -0.07
% of items with 0.07*** 0.17*** 0.18* 0.18* 0.21*** 0.18***
low calorie claim (0.02) (0.04) (0.09) (0.08) (0.04) (0.04)
% of items with 0.37*** 0.50*** 0.56*** 0.61*** 0.74*** 0.52***
low sugar claim (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.04) (0.00) (0.02)
% of items with - - - - - -
low fat claim (.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.)
% of items with 0.21*** 0.22*** 0.22*** 0.24*** 0.44*** 0.23***
low sodium claim (0.01) (0.03) (0.04) (0.05) (0.03) (0.03)
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table A.5: Quantile IV Fixed Effects Demand Estimates: Preferences for nutrient contents
and claims in salty snacks

τ Mean Regression0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.9
Calories 13.53*** 9.46*** 8.45*** 8.26*** 6.31*** 8.39***
(0.01 kcal) (0.09) (0.07) (0.06) (0.08) (0.10) (0.08)
Sugars 14.21*** 13.25*** 7.28*** 6.06*** 3.52*** 9.76***
(10 mg) (0.12) (0.01) (0.11) (0.09) (0.04) (0.06)
Saturated fat 10.08*** 0.39*** -2.40*** -4.47*** -14.89*** -3.38***
(10 mg) (0.07) (0.04) (0.18) (0.22) (0.27) (0.06)
Sodium 0.56*** 0.63*** 0.71*** 0.58*** 0.55*** 0.61***
(0.001 mg) (0.07) (0.04) (0.02) (0.07) (0.14) (0.04)
% of items with 0.03 0.40*** 0.65*** 0.86*** 1.56*** 0.47***
low calorie claim (0.05) (0.08) (0.06) (0.04) (0.13) (0.05)
% of items with 0.32*** 0.35* 0.23** 0.43*** 0.49*** 0.28**
low sugar claim (0.02) (0.17) (0.08) (0.09) (0.02) (0.09)
% of items with 0.03*** 0.11*** 0.14*** 0.17*** 0.21*** 0.12***
low fat claim (0.01) (0.00) (0.04) (0.o1) (0.04) (0.00)
% of items with 0.02*** 0.06*** 0.11 0.12 0.10*** 0.08***
low sodium claim (0.00) (0.01) (0.06) (0.07) (0.03) (0.01)
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table A.6: Quantile IV Fixed Effects Demand Estimates: Preferences for nutrient contents
and claims in non-diet sodas

τ Mean Regression0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.9
Calories 13.50*** 0.41*** 4.92*** 3.28*** 3.09*** 5.94***
(0.01 kcal) (1.58) (0.75) (0.26) (0.44) (0.91) (0.43)
Sugars 3.97*** 0.93*** 0.71 0.47 0.35*** 0.54*
(10 mg) (0.14) (0.11) (0.46) (0.46) (0.03) (0.23)
Saturated fat 1.68* 1.39*** -6.30*** -10.95*** -26.41*** -13.58***
(10 mg) (0.67) (0.12) (1.35) (1.70) (1.92) (1.39)
Sodium -1.93 0.83 0.80*** -2.46*** -0.07 -0.22
(0.001 mg) (1.05) (1.19) (0.21) (0.29) (0.93) (0.94)
% of items with -0.08 -0.32** 0.08 0.07*** 6.29*** 0.14
low calorie claim (0.17) (0.15) (0.10) (0.02) (0.03) (0.14)
% of items with -1.12*** 0.05 0.11** 0.98*** 4.77*** 0.10**
low sugar claim (0.02) (0.04) (0.05) (0.11) (0.25) (0.04)
% of items with - - - - - -
low fat claim (.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.)
% of items with 0.12 0.46*** 0.01 -0.07*** -0.31*** -0.01
low sodium claim (0.07) (0.03) (0.06) (0.01) (0.01) (0.03)
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table A.7: Quantile IV Fixed Effects Demand Estimates: Preferences for nutrient contents
and claims in diet sodas

τ Mean Regression0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.9
Calories -16.74*** -26.86*** -34.90*** -35.71*** -44.09*** -39.27***
(0.01 kcal) (4.51) (1.80) (6.75) (10.94) (4.75) (6.69)
Sugars 22.75*** 22.65*** 18.54*** 13.77* 8.32** 16.41***
(10 mg) (3.64) (2.15) (3.65) (5.80) (3.19) (3.21)
Saturated fat 8.15 5.25 14.23* -14.05** -18.32 9.7
(10 mg) (6.79) (5.13) (7.02) (5.03) (9.86) (7.78)
Sodium 15.08*** 18.26*** 42.79*** 42.43*** 37.27*** 38.98***
(0.001 mg) (2.86) (1.62) (0.48) (1.81) (3.47) (0.92)
% of items with 5.41 12.85*** -1.66* -0.78 -1.04*** 0.001
low calorie claim (8.46) (3.66) (0.81) (3.50) (0.39) (0.02)
% of items with -0.96*** -1.10*** 0.47*** 0.58*** 0.90*** 0.07***
low sugar claim (0.18) (0.41) (0.03) (0.04) (0.16) (0.02)
% of items with - - - - - -
low fat claim (.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.)
% of items with -4.71*** -3.19*** -0.18* 0.98*** 1.78*** -0.14***
low sodium claim (0.14) (0.11) (0.09) (0.09) (0.04) (0.02)
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table A.8: Quantile IV Fixed Effects Demand Estimates: Preferences for nutrient contents
and claims in sport, energy, and caffeinated beverages

τ Mean Regression0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.9
Calories 12.81*** 14.58*** 15.49*** 11.10*** 9.84*** 15.37***
(0.01 kcal) (1.63) (1.47) (0.89) (1.06) (1.50) (1.00)
Sugars 3.92*** -4.35*** -6.75*** -15.23*** -16.27*** -12.93***
(10 mg) (0.87) (0.67) (0.76) (0.35) (0.10) (0.56)
Saturated fat 12.06*** 8.16*** 6.96*** 4.21*** 2.60*** 7.18***
(10 mg) (1.96) (1.17) (0.22) (0.81) (1.37) (1.00)
Sodium -0.02 3.19*** 1.89* -1.64 -2.42** 1.48
(0.001 mg) (0.44) (0.69) (0.77) (0.89) (0.90) (0.80)
% of items with -0.001 0.003 0.02** 1.82*** 2.65*** 0.29***
low calorie claim (0.07) (0.10) (0.01) (0.01) (0.05) (0.04)
% of items with 0.02 0.08* 0.21*** 0.76*** 1.45*** 0.07***
low sugar claim (0.03) (0.04) (0.03) (0.06) (0.04) (0.02)
% of items with - - - - - -
low fat claim (.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.)
% of items with 0.02* 0.01 0.08*** 0.27*** 0.96*** 0.12**
low sodium claim (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.03) (0.08) (0.04)
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table A.9: Quantile IV Fixed Effects Demand Estimates: Preferences for nutrient contents
and claims in fruit products (fresh/frozen/dried/canned)

τ Mean Regression0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.9
Calories 17.91*** 12.50*** 10.20*** 9.00*** 7.74*** 11.29***
(0.01 kcal) (1.81) (1.64) (0.48) (1.85) (0.90) (1.32)
Sugars 5.49*** 3.84*** 1.38 -1.08* -3.91*** -0.12
(10 mg) (1.01) (0.35) (0.95) (0.52) (0.96) (0.67)
Saturated fat -23.79*** -19.54*** -11.97*** -8.58*** -4.83*** -10.05***
(10 mg) (0.88) (0.62) (0.15) (0.65) (1.21) (0.67)
Sodium 11.63*** 7.62*** 6.52*** 5.19* 5.76* 8.14***
(0.001 mg) (1.81) (1.58) (1.31) (2.21) (2.84) (1.57)
% of items with -0.04*** 0.05 0.32* 0.47** 1.12*** 0.26***
low calorie claim (0.00) (0.00) (0.16) (0.15) (0.31) (0.02)
% of items with -0.31*** -0.38*** 0.04 0.56*** 0.73*** 0.03***
low sugar claim (0.01) (0.06) (0.03) (0.00) (0.00) (0.01)
% of items with 0.12** 0.26** 0.27*** 0.42** 0.68*** 0.23***
low fat claim (0.06) (0.11) (0.06) (0.13) (0.08) (0.06)
% of items with 0.03*** 0.03 -0.04* -0.07*** -0.14*** -0.06***
low sodium claim (0.01) (0.04) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01)
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table A.10: Quantile IV Fixed Effects Demand Estimates: Preferences for nutrient contents
and claims in vegetable products (fresh/frozen/dried/canned)

τ Mean Regression0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.9
Calories 8.68*** 8.63*** 8.57*** 7.89*** 5.15*** 7.90***
(0.01 kcal) (0.14) (0.12) (0.02) (0.03) (0.15) (0.07)
Sugars 6.59*** 5.82*** 4.78*** 3.62*** 2.97*** 4.12***
(10 mg) (0.15) (0.23) (0.01) (0.33) (0.23) (0.07)
Saturated fat -18.56*** -18.53*** -13.70*** -6.18*** -1.07 -11.77***
(10 mg) (0.00) (0.10) (0.05) (0.44) (0.59) (0.13)
Sodium 2.27*** 2.94*** 1.68*** 1.22*** 0.91** 1.45***
(0.001 mg) (0.08) (0.12) (0.01) (0.02) (0.34) (0.02)
% of items with 0.66*** 0.73*** 0.76*** 0.80*** 0.74*** 0.73***
low calorie claim (0.01) (0.08) (0.08) (0.14) (0.07) (0.05)
% of items with -0.06 -0.03** -0.11*** -0.30** -0.45*** -0.17***
low sugar claim (0.07) (0.01) (0.01) (0.11) (0.07) (0.04)
% of items with 0.72*** -0.003 -0.86*** -0.29*** -0.11 -0.01
low fat claim (0.11) (0.05) (0.02) (0.04) (0.25) (0.01)
% of items with 1.68*** 0.32*** 0.08*** 0.02 0.01 0.02**
low sodium claim (0.01) (0.08) (0.01) (0.03) (0.02) (0.01)
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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